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ABSTRACT 
The Impact of Digital Non-Linear Editing 
in Documentary Filmmaking 
~A case study 
Enclosed film: Kwir Mother, Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Father 
This thesis, in support of the enclosed documentary film. Your Mother, Your 
Mother, Your Mother, Your Father, aims to examine the production and editing process 
in documentary making in the context of digital non-linear editing. I have built a 
discussion around the application of digital non-linear editing in terms of style, artistic 
integrity and informed consent. The first chapter deals with notions of developing a 
documentary story, its angle and spin. The second chapter examines the dilemma of 
ethical practice in making a documentary in reaction to market values, and subjectivity 
being a significant element of journalist's conscience. The third chapter discusses the 
process of the documentary film's editing. The thesis attempts to make transparent the 
thinking processes involved in making the film. The thinking was initially around what 
would be compelling for audiences and later became an inner, personal and subjective 
thinking process as the filmmaker became involved in relationship with the consenting 
subjects in the fikn. 
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Introduction 
The selection of a subject for a documentary, what grabs and sequences to use, 
and how the message is framed are theoretically similar to how news are produced. News 
values, being a dominant component in news production, thus have a strong relationship 
to the choices of documentary ideas and their subsequent editing. 
However, news values and documentary values are not completely the same, 
despite having overlapping cultural appeals in the public sphere. Filmmaking involves 
being aware of current issues, of audience shifts and market attention. Most documentary 
filmmakers, like journalists, know that it is important to read newspapers, magazines and 
books on a regular basis to keep in touch with what is going on. This gives the story a 
link with what is current, what is hip and in vogue with the audience. News judgement, 
thus, is critical to a documentary filmmaker in choosing their subject and story line. 
The first Royal Commission on the press, the Ross Commission of 1947-9 noted: 
To be news, an event must first be interesting to the public, and the 
public for this purpose means for each paper the people who read that 
paper and others like them. Second, and equally important, it must be new, 
and newness is measured in newspaper offices in terms of 
minutes.(Hetherington, 1997:50) 
So, it seems that an important aspect of effective news is a level of exclusiveness, 
being first with the story and being the only story reported. The notion of "audience 
interest" is always at stake and is perhaps most often pushed by journalists as an 
explanation and justification of their work or their angle, when in reality, it is most often 
in terms of the advertisers and to agendas often hidden. 
How do we know what is supposed to interest the audience, given that media 
audiences contain all manner of peoples and social groupings with their own concerns 
and perspectives? And how is it that we decide that one event is more interesting, and 
hence more film worthy or newsworthy over another? In documentary, how does one 
decide which sequences are included and in what sequence will they be placed? I have 
been concerned with using and studying these considerations in the process of deciding 
what to film and in the process of making editing decisions. 
This mini thesis, in support of the enclosed documentary film, aims to examine 
the production and edit processes in documentary production now that digital non-linear 
editing is used. I have built a discussion around the apphcation of digital non-linear 
editing in terms of style, artistic integrity and informed consent. The first chapter deals 
with notions of developing a documentary story, its angle and spin. I have broadly 
assimied that in documentary making, there is a selection process similar to that of news 
production. 
In the process of selecting a topic for a documentary the theme can come from 
just about anywhere. Within this selection and gatekeeping it is important to have a 
technique to determine what kind of story can be used to increase audience value. The 
basic elements of newsgathering can provide the filmmaker with some initial techniques 
for selecting the stories for instance by reference to conventional news values such as 
impact, relevance, timeliness, proximity, prominence, conflict, currency and the unusual 
or novel. These news characteristics are in fact, the main aspects of story telling and they 
share the most important determinant of communication, that of the audience. As a 
former editor of The Age, Graham Perkin noted: " The story shall have roots in the past 
and a stake in the future" (White, 1996: 11) 
James Kenny and Isabel Enriquez Kenny (1996) also suggested that a good 
subject for a documentary is found when it can open the viewer's eyes. 
To be useful for community development, documentary should delve into issues 
of social, cultural, political, economic and historic significance. This effectively puts 
documentary on par with news in terms of its " public usefulness" (Kenny & Kenny, 
1996:21) 
Georgette Wang (1997) in her chapter on Communication Ethics in a Changing 
Chinese Society, The Case of Taiwan, said: 
Communication in a community is like the water supply to an 
ecology system. Its failure may lead to serious consequences, including 
distorted pictures of events and relationships, thereby altering perceptions. 
values, and behavior. Although it cannot be emphasized too much that 
communication is fundamental to human society, looking from the other 
side of the argument, communication-like water without the ecological 
system-becomes meaningless outside of its sociocultural context. (Wang, 
1997: 225-226) 
My film. Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Father focuses on three 
Indonesian Muslim students who were all in their late pregnancy, at Wollongong 
University. 1 used a mini Digital Video Camera ( DVC) to film the personal stories of the 
students. Shooting started in July 1998. 
Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Father as a film, discusses issues 
with newsworthy tags that are connected to Indonesia, Muslims, women, pregnancy and 
the local community, conditions in Wollongong Hospital, and the relevance to the 
economy of the South-East Asia, a region in crisis. These were all considerations that 
helped shape how the first script was visualized and how the shooting began. 
Chapterl Choosing the Angle 
—Documentary worthiness/Newsworthiness 
The judgment of news values depends on the degree to which some event is 
reckoned to disturb or to indicate some disturbance of the social order or status quo. This 
involves knowing the social order and status quo in the first instance. This knowing in 
turn motivates journalists and filmmakers alike to work with a zeal in the public interest, 
on a lead that can sometimes be hurtful to subjects in the story. The zeal will often 
override considerations of fairness to others, to those normal people trusting the story 
process and its accuracy. 
Newsworthiness is associated with the events or issues that disrupt social and 
material normalcy, that challenge the vision of the way things are and ought to be. In this 
sense, then, newsworthy events are "abnormal", or perhaps more precisely, "counter 
normal". They are in ways, super normal. For instance, catastrophic events like floods, 
fires, industrial accidents, wars, outbreaks of disease, economic crises, heat-waves and 
general strikes are those events which are representative of having newsworthiness. 
Events which take a longer period to have a significant consequence on humanity, like 
chronic famine and drought, carry less impact and are thus relatively less newsworthy. It 
is only when events like famine and drought reach obvious visual crisis points that they 
start to increase in currency. 
Newsworthy events impact directly on the lives of a significant number of the 
target audience. Therefore, the more the news events disrupt or damage the physical 
order, the more those news events gather newsworthiness and currency and the more 
hkely that a larger audience will be reading, listening and watching. Disenfranchised 
groups suffering under protracted events like famine are unlikely to be part of a television 
audience. 
News judgment is the ability to classify potential news items according to the 
conventions of a now globalised mainstream media newsworthiness. This judging 
process in turn purports to have a relevance to social mores and issues that is socially 
important. The reality is more to do with market forces and how effectively the news 
media are being manipulated by dominant sources and yet to develop techniques to best 
decide what audiences will watch and understand, we must understand what makes 
events or issues notable. 
Seeing what is newsworthy is a skill that is not only important for the staff who 
make the final editorial decisions-filmmakers, news editors, chief subs or documentary 
commissioning editors~but for all journalists since as gatekeepers they are constantly 
required to select the stories on behalf of their audiences. 
This news sense is not only important in relation to news and information 
selection and sorting. It is crucial to story and script writing itself Scripts in 
documentaries are, after all, intended sequences of recorded grabs of real people and 
events. The reading of these intended sequences is imderstood through a cultural training 
that audiences are constantly updating. 
In writing a news story the most important element is the news intro where the 
journalist communicates the story's angle, which is the point of maximum information 
impact. Peter White (1998) a former broadcaster with Special Broadcasting Services 
(SBS) in Sydney noted: 
Worthy events take on a specific news value when the journalist 
identifies or construes some aspect of the event as having news value and 
then communicates this newsworthiness through the intro. We can say that 
the typical 'hard news' report is only as newsworthy as its intro. (White, 
1998:6-7,18) 
Unlike the news story, the longer and in-depth documentary rarely has a dedicated 
intro or lead. In documentary, the main driving idea or angle often works as the lead, 
establishing and identifying the theme upfi-ont. This story angle also determines how the 
story is shot, written and edited, and is known as the Director's vision of the film. This 
thesis then aims to discuss some of these notions in terms of the Director's vision and use 
of news values in storytelling. 
Film sense, picture sense, camera sense 
Nosing the news —the commonsense perspective 
White (1998) noted the mistaken notion that news values is something inherent in 
particular events. News sense, the mythology goes, is the ability, possessed uniquely or at 
least largely by journalists, to identify and uncover what the audience needs. Accordingly 
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journalists talk about having a "nose for news" or a "gut feeling about news". 
But even journalists admit that it is not that simple. A detailed analysis of media 
output reveals significant differences in news values between media organizations and 
even across organizations. There are, however, similarities in editing, style and grammar 
across language, culture and organization. This being said, the fact remains that 
filmmaking is a subjective process of judgement and re-presentation. Filmmaking allows 
and assumes more subjectivity in story telling than news writing. It uses the raw elements 
and the pieces of film that represent parts of real people's lives to building new realities. 
News and current affairs value and the media's model of social order 
Stories are often told through the position of them being a threat to material order 
- threats to life and hmb and economy. In television especially the camera seeks to 
expose and absolve the misery of the people by filming and telling their stories. The 
process is marketed as acting in the public interest by alerting the world to the injustices. 
However, the packaging emphasises on the entertainment values to obtain a broader 
audience reach. 
The most obvious disturbance to the status quo comes from those events which 
disrupt or damage the physical order and so cause suffering to some of the audience. 
These include floods, fires, financial crashes, industrial accidents, wars, and outbreaks of 
disease, heat-waves and general strikes. When these events impact directly on the lives of 
a significant number of the target audience they take on an obvious newsworthiness. The 
story telling potential in terms of the video images and texts increase visual recognition 
significantly. 
The greater the disruption, the greater the moral outrage (like the death of 
Princess Diana) and the greater the number affected, then the greater will be the sense of 
disturbance, hence its news and fihn value. Running parallel then, the greater the filming 
potential in news events with images carrying mass appeal, the greater the potential to 
make larger sales of the material and of advertising that is packed around the exclusive 
and dramatic material. Provided that they happen fast with clear impact, like economic 
crisis, war, famine and weather stories such as those involving unseasonable conditions 
will have high news value, receiving front-page treatment in newspapers and prominence 
in the electronic media. In depth views of these events and how, why and who it involves 
are explained in documentary and current affairs programs. 
Like the political and social upheaval in Indonesia, many events achieve 
newsworthiness without involving such a direct impact on such large numbers of the 
target audience. Consider the daily cavalcade of the typical road fatality TV report: 
"Three people were killed and two injured in two-car pile-up on the Highway." Such a 
report remains, at least, minimally newsworthy despite the fact that the direct negative 
impact reaches only a few people. The other result is that TV news has a look of 
immediacy in cases like the road accident story. It can alone serve as a community 
service, while providing easy to get but dramatic "filler" material. The car crash is an 
example of media driven newsworthiness rather than audience or socially relevant 
newsworthiness. 
White (1998) noted that we might explain news values in terms of some "it-could-
have-been-me" principle. While this does offer a partial explanation, it is not the whole 
story. If this newsworthy principle were just a matter of sympathy with the victims and 
relief that it is not us, then why are no stories along the hnes of "Ten people died of lung 
cancer related comphcations in hospital around NSW yesterday, the largest number in 
more than a year"? 
White (1998) asserts that many (journalists) would argue that an important 
general principle of newsworthiness and film/image worthiness is at work here. Traffic 
fatalities are newsworthy because they disturb or challenge some of the key assumptions 
underlying the media's model of social and material normalcy. Travel is something most 
of us do everyday. It is an integral part of normal hfe. But reports of road fatalities assert 
that this 'normal' necessary activity is, in fact, deadly. Negative reports, in fact, challenge 
the notion that in a modem, western, technologically advanced society we control our 
enviroimient and have rendered inadvertent death "abnormal". Adverse events disturb the 
material order in which physical security is a norm. Journalists disseminate information 
that assists the state, (the police, road traffic accidents) while informing the public as to 
how best to avoid fiirther catastrophe. This is packaged to attract viewers thus the 
advertisers. The adverse event formula works very well for television. Car wreckages or 
air disasters give a picture that do not need much explanation. 
Documentary, TV news and current affairs may be deconstructed and analyzed in 
terms of simply film values, aesthetics and beauty in story telling. When combining both 
the journalistic and film aspects in the analysis, one might glean other readings of the 
filmmaker's and the film text's intentions. This is especially so when the reading includes 
commercial imperatives like the entertainment values placed nowadays on 
newsworthiness. 
There is obviously much in common, for example, between news reports of mass 
sackings, rises in unemployment or the collapse of the dollar, on the one hand, and the 
natural disaster in-depth documentary report on the other. They both deal with aspects of 
the material order ~ the one with its immediate and economic view, the other with the 
physical manifestations of the natural disaster. In both cases people are suffering. They 
are victims in some way and can be made victims again in film if they are not handled 
with respect by news media workers. 
For my fihn, journalism education had shown that stories on the power 
hierarchies and similar stories are always best told through personalities, characters and 
people whose lives are represented in the stories being told. The media's model of social 
order is highly sensitive to power hierarchies and power relations and as a consequence 
even minor re-arrangements in the disposition of power have significant news value. 
These power relations are also of compelling interest to documentaries. My 
documentary's three subjects had added news-values due to the crisis in Indonesia during 
the time of production. Audiences would be able to view the fihn with recent information 
on Indonesia at the forefront of their minds, especially after the collapse of the presidency 
coupled with images of discontent on the streets of Jakarta. 
I knew then that Indonesian students in Wollongong University would be 
interested in political development. The media is concerned with who wields power over 
whom and the significant changes to power. This applies not only to the Indonesian 
parliamentary and party-political sphere but also to power hierarchies in the 
bureaucracies, in major companies and any other institution with a public profile. It 
applies also to the power relations in domestic situations and this is most often the realm 
of documentary film. My documentary used to political upheaval in Jakarta to lead off 
story telling. 
TV news has a particular preoccupation with conflict, personalities and power, so 
it often earns mainstream media criticism of its superficiality and triviality. While 
documentary pursues issues in-depth, it can likewise be superficial and trivial if poorly 
dived. Direct cinema or verite runs the risk of being just that especially when directors 
lose touch v^th what is of significance to the community or the actors in the story itself 
The moral order 
The media's model of social order involves not only assumptions about the ways 
things are but also about the way things ought to be. As a director, there is a need to 
somehow sense perceived normative codes so that the films can be read by the audience 
without being banal, superficial or stereotyping. 
An in-close film made by a Chinese filmmaker about Indonesian mothers at the 
time of the extreme acts of violence against ethnic Chinese, might be seen as a perfect 
illustration of the potential for the documentary to misinterpret or misrepresent the 
situation. With this as a cautionary measure, I have worked at making transparent, my 
motivation and my vision for the film. This was done while acknowledging one's 
commercial obligations to the fikn, that it must have a market with real audiences. 
The extraordinary 
There are two dimensions to the currency value in filming the extraordinary. 
Firstly, there is eccentric human behavior. Thus an 80-year-old who goes back to high 
school, an Anglican clergywoman who is a kick-boxing champion, and people who build 
houses out of beer bottles acquire high human interest news. Thus, three pregnant 
Muslim women struggling to complete their studies in an Anglo-celtic campus 
environment is defined to hold similar film value. Secondly, there is the "improbable 
event" which defies expectations about probabilities in the natural order of things. The 
element of novelty is often worth pursuing. 
As White (1998) has pointed out, stories about chance meetings between long-lost 
brothers and sisters, the family which has had two members killed in separate lightning 
strikes, and the woman who lost her voice for ten years before coughing up a sixpence 
she must have swallowed with her Christmas pudding in 1981 ~ all are good stories for 
the new quirky DVcam documentary maker. 
When this eccentricity or improbability is the only grounds for newsworthiness, 
we have what joumahsts call a "fancy-that", a "human interest" or "color" story. These 
tend to feature more frequently in print and in television current affairs programs than in 
the radio news bulletin. They tend to feature in fad commercial documentary and can be 
pumped up to sell advertising to the young market. But often this extraordinary element 
combines with some other feature to enhance overall film value and then we begin to see 
the makings of strong documentary potential. This is essentially what became evident 
once filming had begun with Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Father, the 
personalities of the characters began to emerge beyond the immediate value laden reasons 
to start to film them in the first instance. 
The news value of the bizarre and extraordinary relates once again to the media's 
model of social and material order. It is unusual for Muslim families to have babies in 
Australia, or is it? Human or religious eccentricity as a source of news and film value has 
much in common with moral transgression. Both deal with incidents that disrupt the 
media's model of social normalcy since they both challenge assumptions about the way 
things are and ought to be. The key difference is that eccentricity does not attract extreme 
disapproval or censure. It is not construed as threatening to the status quo and hence has 
considerably less news value while being a "safe" subject to pursue in legal terms. 
Documentary stories, which turn on improbabiUties are quirky and entertaining, 
acquire their audience value according to similar principles. They challenge assumptions 
about the natural order, about likelihood and chance, while they entertain in the safe 
corridors of the dominant paradigms. 
Hence Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Father relied on similar 
principles - that it was unusual to have the opportunity to film three Indonesian families 
giving birth in Wollongong while the Indonesian students rioted in Jakarta. Yet it was 
nonetheless just normal, just observational video of international students in Wollongong. 
Conflict 
Conflict, antagonism and tension are the elements of human drama ~ the essence 
of news and documentary film value. As I write, my editor works on the final cut. I hope 
our conflict remains minimal over leaving out the knee-jerk journalist -centred response 
to the ethnic Chinese/ Indonesian conflict. I hope we are left retaining some tension in the 
direct cinema so the story telling has dramatic lubrication. 
When news presents a conflict point, it does not necessarily have to do so through 
crimes of violence, wars and insurrections. The impact on newsworthiness through 
conflict is complicated and wide, and makes stories run on so audiences keep paying 
attention. 
Good news 
Up to this point we have concentrated on film worthiness and newsworthiness in 
events which deal with disturbance of the social order. There is a reverse side to the 
workings of newsworthiness. A certain number of stories deal with the restoration of 
social equilibrium, with the events and actions which demonstrate society's ability to re-
establish or protect the status quo, to resist the threats to social order. Such stories include 
reports of improving economic indicators, a report on Indonesian students surviving in 
Australia despite their country's economic crisis, or reports about scientific breakthroughs 
on the cure for cancer, successful peace negotiations, and agreements by a hunger striker 
to return to work. The fact that women and their families from Islamic Indonesia can 
happily have babies in Wollongong free of prejudice is good news. It is good news and a 
good film subject matter to explore students coping with study and Wollongong while 
being of "the other" — Islamic, foreign, Indonesian. My film centred around a human-
interest story, and in some ways a moral tale, describing some highly valued human 
attributes or behaviors in living and surviving economic hardship. 
Conclusion 
The film's process held that the Indonesian economic crisis withstood a high 
news-value test, a set of events that caused turmoil in Indonesian society. This is not why 
I chose the three women, but as the events in Indonesia unfolded I could feel that I was 
getting to know them through both the personal process of fihning and through the steady 
flow of information on what was happening in Indonesia. The Australian media just kept 
reporting the Indonesian crisis. News on Indonesia by the ABC and SBS have coexisted 
with the Kosovo crisis, and so, the audiences of Australia are interested and better 
informed on events of Indonesia and the region. This represents a shift from the British 
and European centred point of view held by the average Australian even 20 years ago. 
The rights of Muslim women has always been an issue in the Western media in 
recent times. Women's status in Islamic society has been noteworthy in the way that 
Islamic society is portrayed as having a separate and disenfranchised female world. 
Secluding and barring women from public affairs is hotly debated even now in Indonesia 
as the forces of tradition cross with the forces of modernity and feminism. Indonesia is a 
swiftly changing Islamic world of internal and external pressures and crises that must be 
kept stable. This built a currency around the three main subjects during the course of my 
filming. 
The Muslim women presented in my documentary come from diverse 
backgrounds. In Australia, their lives and choices unfold before the camera, where they 
face as much from a consumerist reality as they do from their own religious ideology. 
Under this reality, not all Muslim women feel compelled to dress or refer to symbolism to 
signal their adherence to Islam and to the Muslim component of their identity. Tiana, for 
instance, was bom a Muslim and scrupulously abides by the law of Islam. But she does 
not dress with the veil as Dama or Wiwian because of the economic imperatives and her 
family cultural considerations. Under the Indonesian economic crisis Tiana has to work 
in the university library to support her study and so dresses as other students on campus. 
Her husband lost his job and stays at home, taking care of their elder daughter. She said 
in the documentary: 
" I have to work in library, so I don't like to put on the veil...my 
husband he hope me to put on the veil, but I asked him giving me more 
time...because I felt I am still young, I like to swim. If I put on the veil I 
can not only swim, but also can not show my feet in (Western) public...! 
will put on my veil when I go back to Indonesia". 
Dama and Wiwian, being more conservative in their attire and outlook, may be 
targets for Western liberationist feminism. Westerners emphasize the perceived negative 
aspects of Islam, such as allegations of the intolerable inferiority of women in Muslim 
societies polygamy, divorce by repudiation, the wearing of the veil, segregation of the 
sexes, enslavement to household tasks, strict dependence on the husband, and lack of 
legal rights. Those who have generated these images, positive or negative, have 
overlooked the need to understand the common causes of oppression in all societies. 
This negative but newsworthy aspect of reportage on Islam usually portrays its 
members as militant and dangerous. A collective memory of visual images has been 
giving such an impression to audiences since the days of Iran versus America. The image 
of Muslim women can be easily encoded as negative and threatening by way of careful 
editing. Then, as a negative event, naturally it will have news value, tugging at the 
audience's heartstrings. 
The three women's experience in pregnancy and their nationality, moved the story 
closer to what was, then, international news. This located the film within the public 
interest in Indonesia at that time. This film is, however, good news, expounding a 
positive and optimistic humanity, a positive vantage point interlaced with the preceding 
Indonesian economic crisis and the negative view of Muslim women. My intent was not 
only to balance the audience's sense of Islam but also to create conflict, a tension in the 
fdm. In this story the tension arose through the preparations for the labour ~ would it go 
well for the three? 
From the Indonesian economic crises to the Muslim women's pregnant 
experience. Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Father documents the three 
Indonesian Muslim life in Australia while being affected by the political upheavals back 
home, religion, family and the University community. 
Chapter! Pre-production 
—Ethics and the camera's gaze 
Many writers on Western documentary accept that John Grieson was the founder 
of the British documentary movement. The "First Principles of Documentary" were laid 
down in Grieson's 1932-4 manifesto where he described image making for documentary 
as the "creative treatment of actuality". It is in this claim for truth and reality that the 
actual problems arise because the more attention that is paid to the documentary form, its 
definition and theoretical underpinning, then the more the Griesonian legitimation 
becomes invalid and "actuality" in fact becomes edited, tampered with, and enters a new 
reality. 
Documentarists confuse this issue. When they claim artistic integrity and latitude 
in production, they also claim a documented journalistic truth and accuracy that suggests 
a representation of the scientific or actual reflection of events. They avoid defining and 
theorizing their documentary practice. This is unfortunate, as reflecting on the theory is 
as important as the practice itself When documentary filmmakers consider the style, 
form and definition, as professional practitioners they should also begin to address 
questions like ethics. 
This chapter reviews ethical practice in my mode of journalism, one that involves 
the camera's gaze in documentary. It takes ideas and thinking from the actual making of 
the documentary Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Father and relates that 
to the elements that TV producers regard as having screen and market values. This is 
intended to be an inquiry into what is informed consent in filming and how that is shaped 
by notions of news and film worthiness as discussed in Chapter 1. 
Thanks to the three Indonesian Muslim Women; Dama (Damayanti Puspadevi), 
Tiana (Septiana Dwiputrianti) and Wiwian (Dwiani Gunastuti), this chapter discusses the 
personal and gruelling process of making a thirty-minute documentary while considering 
image ethics and the cultural machinations within the micro-public sphere of Australian 
TV documentary. I would suggest at this point, that these processes in getting a low 
budget film finished are in many ways much the same the world over and certainly the 
documentary subject as unpaid social actor is the same in the way audiences take 
meaning from their lives represented in films. 
Since its beginning, my film (hereafter referred to as ''Your Mother% has 
undergone three thematic and structural changes in response to my perception of the way 
audiences would best receive the documentary. 
This chapter provides a wider critique of genre, trends and processes within 
documentary journalism and film culture as I have observed in my one year of graduate 
studies in Australia. In this context and within the actual production, one can provide a 
reflexivity that is difficult to maintain in academic writing on documentary when there is 
no direct contact or experience with the medium. In my case, T observe as a Taiwanese 
national making a film in an Australian community with a process of production that is 
informed by an Australian film industry. 
Discussions around representations and fairness, or notions of privacy versus 
public interest, or comment on the subjectivity-objectivity balance, often become bogged 
in their own problematic terms of definition. Ethical dilemmas in filmmaking change 
dramatically and are now about reviewing questions of representation and ethical practice 
in terms of a new video journalism that employs the small, portable and unobtrusive 
digital camera. For my part, I will be looking at questions of ethics surrounding the DV 
camera gazing on the very private Indonesian Muslim women and their families. 
As I have discussed earlier, I have to a degree, resisted making a "Direct Cinema" 
film about these three Indonesian women in Australia which focused on the Indonesian 
economic crisis and how that affected them. This would have amounted to the personal; a 
financial problem, so great that Dama had to withdraw fi-om her study; Wiwian has to 
stay in Australia alone during her pregnancy because her husband was unable to leave his 
job in Jakarta and Tiana had to carry her pregnancy while working in the library and also 
maintaining her study. Clearly I have to consider the ethical issues of my documentary if 
it aims to avoid the stereotyped depiction of a "non-citizen Asian" trying to adapt to post 
Hanson Australia. 
In reality, it seemed best to leave the complexities of Jakarta and its impact on the 
women in the background. So the film simply observes the three women adjusting to a 
Western community where they have no choice but to face a male doctor and put up with 
what is sometimes a faceless and inefficient medical system while they continue to study 
and make ends meet financially. 
The shifts in style and directorial approach in Your Mother occurred as a result of 
changes to the practical aspects of production in response to my developing personal 
experience and to my producer's sense of the limit to which the camera should gaze. 
Naturally, the style of the camera and its inherent levels of obtrusiveness responded to 
each reconsidered ethical limit, which in turn meant a redesign in the mode of story 
telling. Filming occurs with a style and content in mind, while the editing process rehes 
on a premeditated camera approach. 
The original director's cut was submitted to the producer early in 1999. It 
visualized a soft, feminine, complex and implied meaning film. Dramatic devices were 
used to tell the three women's story along with mine in a subtle way. 
Drama was employed through candid shots of the three women. I just followed 
them when I wanted. In this way, some of the voice recording quality was lost because 
the single hand held camera mounted microphone could not catch the dialogue without a 
close shot. This was especially a problem when any dialogue happened on the street, for 
instance, the scene in my first cut when Tiana was going to hospital for a pregnancy 
examination. She met a Filipino woman with her five-month old baby and they started to 
talk. I caught that scene but the dialogue was over powered by the noise from the street. 
Pieces of actuality of the three Indonesian Muslim women on their pregnant experience 
in Australia should represent them fairly while telling a fresh and poignant story about 
their situation and the universal tale that they mirrored. 
Thus, Your Mother was built from segments of actuality rather than from 
constructed and highly directed dramatized pieces of film. This "guerilla" style film 
embraces minimum intervention with the grainy low-budget look that the new Digi-cam 
(DV) hand-held cameras brings to the form. 
With DV, filmmakers are more like anthropologists or minimum intervention 
observers. They are like self-operation video journalists than they are directors. With 
small and less obtrusive cameras, "guerilla documentaries" pursue the personal side of 
living social characters. This signifies a return to a more direct cinema mode, one of 
handheld Cinema Verite or Direct Cinema that burst onto the world screens in the 50s 
and 60s. 
The Digi-cam revolution is an historical loop, a repeat, in that once the light, 
wind-up, portable 16mm camera was deployed in news and documentary of the 1960s, 
film took on a new realism and accuracy that previously was impossible with bulky 
equipment and big crews. With DV, the very expensive Betacam mode today is out of 
favor with self-operation filmmakers. The "guerilla" initiative in Australia represents an 
international trend of digicam use and younger directors with fresh and vigorous 
approaches to shooting low budget films on their own without bulky crews and 
equipment. 
As for the appropriate mode of documentary representation for Your Mother, it 
could be argued that any number of films may never accurately testify to such a topic. 
However, with my Chinese ethnic background and in light of the racial conflicts in 
Jakarta at that time, my intrusion into the Muslim women's life gave the documentary a 
degree of cross-cultural legitimacy. Difficult ethical questions arose over the degree to 
which parts of a person's life and the lives of their families or intimates should become 
public property in a film. (White, 1996:15) 
The three women are private people. There would be for instance, ethical 
problems in a film about their private moments when they were examined by a male 
gynaecologist at Wollongong Hospital. If the film focussed on any part of their body it 
might be considered deviant and sexist. Alternatively, the film might tiy to comment on 
the patriarchal social arrangements of Muslims in relation to a woman's body, but this is a 
knee jerk reaction in the broadcast sense. Within this kind of currency, producers and 
audiences love this kind of voyeurism, a probing and penetrating account of someone's 
unusual personal space. A film about the Muslim pregnant women easily supplies the 
journalist's checklist of high levels of conflict, currency, impact, proximity and the 
unusual as discussed in Chapter I. 
The filming was to be very careful so as to avoid unnecessary patriarchal offence 
during the scene of the pregnancy examinations. There was a two-second shot showing 
Tiana's abdomen as she accepted the antenatal examination. Tiana's husband disputed this 
scene and upheld the right for its removal. He censored the fmal editing to ensure the film 
was beyond what he considered to be unacceptable for public viewing. 
Film style is established from the beginning through the way the cinematography 
was first executed. Style is furthered by the way the editing and track laying is stacked 
against the power of the pictures. DV documentaries are a return in style and approach to 
a cinema-verite or realist approach to filmmaking. There are both economic and 
ideological reasons for revitalizing this sort of social realism or low budget approach to 
documentary. 
Documentary, current affairs and TV news asserts that the information is for 
public viewing and for the public's right to know. This importance of informing the 
public gives journalists and filmmakers a perceived certain right of inquiry. 
Unfortunately many do not realize that these rights carry with them certain 
responsibilities. Filmmakers and journalists are known to justify their actions by this 
"public's right to know" idea when it is convenient. To add insult to injury, filmmakers 
often object to being defined as features or in-depth journalists. Filmmakers claim more 
art to their professional activity and in so doing may often be rejecting the thinking 
responsibilities that go with the rights to film as a professional journalist. 
Internationally, journalists have codes of ethics that define the behaviour of its 
members (for example the Australian Media Entertainment Arts Alliance Code). 
Filmmakers, however, rarely acknowledge the similarity of their work to that of 
journalists. They may seem to avoid the responsibilities, yet the product of their work 
goes into the public sphere, and can damage or hurt those people who give them their 
stories, just as the work of commercial TV journalists can damage or hurt. 
There is a tendency for documentary filmmakers to give the highest priority to the 
rights and responsibilities of filmmaking, to the aesthetics of the film image, rather than 
to the rights of the subjects within their film. In ethical terms, in terms of privacy, 
informed consent and confidentiality, the rights of the individual, the film social actor or 
subject should have the highest priority. The "public's right to know" does not include 
voyeuristic gazes at someone's private traumas at that person's expense. 
I had moments in fihning Your Mother, when I though that my camera should 
stop, but it did not. I had no voice of conscience resonating from the MEAA code. I 
simply feh a responsibility to record my subject. 
Documentary makers tend to lay claim over an artistic process which works for 
them like journalistic rights or privileges. My film documents culture and so carries a 
responsibility. This responsibility should relate to the documentary subject who should be 
seen and treated the same way as a journalistic source. 
Filmmakers have no international public and written documentation of their 
conmiitment to treating the participating subject with fairness. If subjects feel camera 
abused, they cannot be referred to any ethical code or association. Most documentary 
subjects or interviewees who felt misrepresented after the film was broadcast would find 
the legal remedy through defamation too expensive. 
Misrepresentation of the subject may occur at many stages of the filmmaking. It 
can start with the camera and the way it highUghts certain facial characteristics to imply 
personal characteristics. All this suggests a need for some sort of universal ethical code, 
one that focuses on respecting the subject's image and consent and the reconstituted story 
that represents them. This code could apply to all image makers, working in TV news as 
much as those who work in stills photography, the theatre or in documentary. 
Mainstream television ranges from the standard joumahst-anchored current-
affairs program to docu-drama, educational documentary, to documentary feature, 
documentary essay, direct cinema and the actuality based "guerilla documentary". All of 
these might have been applied to the film process of Your Mother, but I chose the Direct 
Cinema approach. 
In his "Poor, Suffering Characters: Victims and Problem Moments", Brian 
Winston (1995) puts some definition to problems in the globalised Griersonian Film 
movement and Direct Cinema may have accumulated over the years. 
Running from social meaning was not just a question of aesthetics. 
As the decade advanced and the depression worsened, the Griesonians 
discovered how to focus and structure their fikns so that no meaningful 
analysis would be required whatever the subject matter, however searing 
the social problem. The clue to this was to put further spin on the coverage 
of individuals. This transformed the ways in which the movement 
characterized the working class. In essence the worker now became a 
social victim and the films became what might be called "victim 
documentaries". The victim documentary is the Griesonians' most potent 
legacy. Social victims are the realist documentary's staple subject to the 
present.(Winston, 1995:40) 
Clearly, this apparent lack of concern for the subject's reputation, feelings and 
representation, needs more discussion by documentarians and theatricians alike. 
Treatment one—"Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Father'^ 
Many Western perceptions of Islam often contain the myth that the boy child is 
more important than the girl. Through the views of a Chinese documentary maker, my 
construction of the Indonesian Muslim women's pregnant experiences in Australia, was 
set to convey subtle cultural and social messages amongst the overt messages delivered 
by the film as a whole. According to Hussain Freda (1984), in the past pre-Islamic people 
had the custom of burying baby girls alive. The Koranic laws put an end to this pre-
Islamic custom noted: 
Surah 16 (The Bee) verses 58 and 59: when if one of them 
receiveth tidings of the birth of a female, his face remaineth darkened, and 
he is worth inwardly. He hideth himself from the folk because of the evil 
of that whereof he hath had tidings, (asking himself): shall he keep it in 
contempt, or bury it beneath the dust. Verily, evil is their judgement. 
Surah 81 (The Overthrowing) verses 8 and 9: And when the girl 
child that was buried alive is asked for what sin she was slain (cf Surah 
6 (Cattle) verses 138 and 141, and Surah 17 (the Children of Israel), verse 
31). (Hussain, 1984:15) 
So, it is easy to understand that Tiana, thinking in practical terms said, "Muslim 
parents think that a femily with a son, when they getting old, they will get better care than 
a family whom only has a daughter". 
Her husband said to me that he was very proud of his wife giving him a son. He 
said "There was only one boy bom during the day his wife gave birth, the other 13 
babies, all of them were girls" 
In the Muslim world of 1984, most women were still wrapped in the heavy "veil", 
and bowed to the authority of the father. According to Freda Hussain (1985), 
The problem starts at the birth of a female child, which is still 
frowned upon in many Muslim societies and escalates as the girl 
approaches the age of puberty. Social problems, relating to the role of a 
female in a Muslim society vary at different stages of her life. A Muslim 
woman must wear the veil, receive limited education, remain segregated 
from the opposite sex and in general be prepared for her role as a wife and 
mother. (Hussain, 1985:15) 
Although the West views Islam as going back to fundamentalism, most trends 
have gradually been the same as that of the West, with women in power, at universities 
and having more say in the decision making process. Stepping into the century, the 
economic imperatives and cultural considerations have improved the situation for Muslim 
women in Indonesia. The Indonesian economy depends on Western countries. The 
impact of Western culture is thus inevitable. With a multiethnic society, the rate of 
Muslim women accepting higher education has been increasing throughout Indonesia. 
Like Tiana, Wiwian or other Indonesian Muslim female students, many have accepted 
government scholarships and studied in Australia. When they finish, they may return to 
their original workplace as a higher positioned government officer. 
The intended audiences for my film (in the first instance) are in Asia. The 
suspense over the unborn babies' sex was one idea for a story angle to get the attention of 
the Asian audiences. This construct, however, was not accepted by my producer who felt 
that my angle over the importance of the boy was overrated. True objectivity evidently is 
impossible to achieve. Joumahsts or filmmakers being to the stories their own 
background, culture and experience to shape a story. 
Treatment two-Kwir Mother^ Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Father 
Filmmakers have a tendency to construct a documentary-citizen-type around their 
subjects because of preconceptions about how a film will look. The fiknmaker's preferred 
film language and style is imposed on how the subject is shot, framed and reconstituted in 
the editing. In strictly philosophical terms, this is un-democratic, yet the subject (the 
person in the film) usually has no part in the stylistic and editorial decision making 
process. They have no share in the profits or how the film will be marketed. A subject-
citizen type is defined by the way the film is built around that subject and sometimes the 
film is cut at the expense of that unpaid subject. How a film represents the subject is 
largely determined by the values of the filmmaker who stands to profit through the film's 
production. 
In order to show the women's feelings, I used a lot of close-up shots to focus on 
each of their faces, hands, abdomen and feet, while they were talking, cooking, shopping, 
working and eating. I tried to use such the natural "doing" images to relate to the 
audience's resonance to everyday life. Audience rating was my first concern and verite 
would convey the universal understanding. 
The three Indonesian women are attractive and photogenic film subjects. They 
invited me into their lives and they were natural. Each was involved with the screen 
naturally and innocently without affectation. They played themselves in reality. Using the 
close-up shot reinforced their affection toward their babies, their families and their 
husbands. Another intention conveyed in the use of the close-up shot was to emphasize 
the tradition of Asian women, to contain their affection and in being conservative and 
introspective. They rarely show their real affection in public, especially in front of the 
public world of the camera. The audience might wonder when their husbands would 
demonstrate their affection for their wives, especially, when the wives are pregnant or 
giving birth to a newest family member. 
The dramatic elements occurred at two stages; prenatal and postnatal stage. I 
planned this in the first instance from books rather than fi-om what I personally knew 
about them. I could, therefore, anticipate some camera moves or positions in the filming 
of those moments. I was able to respond in advance to family situations where the camera 
had to move around the action. 
Wiwian was uncomfortable with the camera's gaze. I found it difficult to discuss 
her pregnancy in the spoken mode. Wiwian was conservative and passive in answering 
my questions. I decided to just follow her and move the camera quickly to catch up on all 
her actions, in verite style. This would reveal her life in pregnancy in ways other than the 
spoken mode. 
Clearly, this direct mode of story telling was more appropriate to show Wiwian 
participating in community life in Australia. I decided to involve all three women on a 
more continuous and direct level. They would have to endure the camera's closeness. By 
accepting its gaze, each of them would do what they wanted to do in their normal days. 
Their activities were important recording moments to me. I preferred this visual way of 
telling the story. 
The visual image is the primary component of film language, the words are only 
to guide the viewer. As Kenny (1996) noted: 
Strong visuals that are meaningfully juxtaposed and linked 
together not only inform the viewer but, more importantly, engage the 
filmmaker's imagination and leave a more lasting impression. "(Kenny, 
1996:9) 
A touching and memorable film comes to mind though memory of the images. 
Most documentaries, however, are word-driven. The written word in the script backs the 
power of the image, prescribes to the word before any shooting begins. The process of 
editing brings the video-image to fullness with the audio-sound track. If you take the 
words away, and the images are disconnected, they do not make much sense on their own 
(Kenny, 1996). 
A screenplay is made up of prefabricated action and dialogue. The documentary 
story has to catch the element of reality in a natural environment with un-arranged visual 
images and sound effects which sometimes are not easy to synchronize once editing 
begins. 
The visual, history -- like raw film material which documented the three 
Indonesian Muslim women over their pregnancy experience in Wollongong hospital had 
grown into some 10 hours of tapes. I followed the women from their early period of 
pregnancy, their lives, their study, through to the time of birth and recovery period. From 
time to time, I followed them in and out of hospital. 
Wiwian lived alone with her pregnancy in Australia. She is very active in the 
Muslim community. One month before the time of the birth, she was touring around 
Australia by car. So with whatever camera time available, I recorded her delivery. I had 
to be mindful to avoid the camera's seeking out of a Griesonian poor-suffering victim 
image. The obtrusiveness of the camera to each of them might be a stress that delayed 
their recovery or interfered with birth. I wanted them to be seen as wirmers not as victims 
that everyone should pity. 
Ethics of Camera 
In Your Mother, the production process had problems that were both ethical and 
practical. I wanted to consider the methodologies that would best serve a truly informed 
consent and my ethical behavior. Nichols (1991) examines these early film ethical 
dilemmas as: 
An ethic of responsibility, charmeled primarily through empathy 
rather than intervention, legitimates the process of continued filming. Like 
the interventional gaze, the humane one gives the definite impression that 
continued filming is not as important as the personal response. That both 
occur at once is what gives the text a strong emotional charge. (Nichols, 
19991:87) 
On many occasions at the subjects' request, I turned off the camera so they might 
relax or speak off the record. It was painful for a documentary maker to leave unrecorded 
moments that would be wonderful in film should the camera be recording. But pre-
meditated deceit in leaving the camera running is an intervention with serious ethical 
problems, and, in the practical sense, my three main subjects - Tiana, Wiwian and Dama 
~ were always sharp enough to notice. 
The clinical or professional camera gaze is one that is supposedly objective, 
supposedly recording events in an unbiased, objective and scientific way. Asserting this 
style or mode is unrealistic and inappropriate, for both the film of Your Mother or for the 
film and television journalism industry in general. The clinical gaze is unrealistic because 
it is impossible. 
The three women are not "public figures" nor do they have an important public 
position in the Muslim community. They are a private group, more interested in the social 
occasion between themselves. They are passengers you meet on the bus every morning 
when you are going to your office. They are not noticeable. But now in film their "veil", 
their privacy seems to be taken off, a naked act for the screen, for the audience and so an 
objective clinical recording of their lives becomes impossible. 
The Victim 
Arising from his ideas on the Griesonian victim, Winston (1988) makes a critique 
of the privileged documentarist, and so supports new mini DV approaches to filmmaking. 
Tor the most prestigious publicly funded documentarist as well as the least effective of 
local news teams, the victim of society is ready and waiting to be the media's victim, too. 
Winston again clarifies that constant ethical problem in the making of television 
journalism and documentary, particularly now as the young person's view with the mini 
DV documentary has emerged as an international screen form. He noted: 
By the late thirties the now famihar parade of those of the 
disadvantaged whose deviance was sufficiently interesting to attract and 
hold our attention had been established Each successive generation of 
socially concerned film-makers since the war has found, on both sides of 
the Atlantic, in housing and education, labour and nutrition, health and 
welfare an unflagging source of material.(Winston, ibid:34) 
Larry Gross (1988) provides another angle to Winston's point. While he 
acknowledges that the filmmaker's career usually benefits as a result of the fihn and that 
the "victims" situation rarely improves, he argues that there are exceptions. Through the 
making and broadcast of non-mainstream films. Gross suggests that the subjects and their 
culture may in fact benefit: 
» 
The introduction of low-cost video equipment and the richness of 
cable space create possibilities for individual and local input.......to counter 
the centralisation and massification of communication media. We can 
already see minorities using film and video as vehicles for intra-group 
communication (Waugh, this volume ), but the size and diversity of their 
audiences remain limited. They are increasingly able to speak, but most of 
their fellow citizens aren't listening.(Gross, 1988:192-193) 
There are similarities to this experience in my film, with the three pregnant 
Muslim women as the main social actors in Your Mother. This "other mother" is a 
vantage point from which the film can discuss difference, history, social behavior, culture 
and that continuous process of interpretation and re-invention that filmmaking places on 
their daily lives. If the filmmaker (myself) is another vantage point that is openly 
acknowledged in the film, then a level reflexivity is provided. 
Another perspective and another set of discursive formations is provided. Our 
individual social behaviors are built through editing as vantage points or concentric 
circles. They behave as ripples in a pond, which overlap, converge, cancel out, agree or 
disagree. New meaning is made fi-om this convergence. An opportunity is provided to 
criticize, reflect and make transparent the very mode in which the film was constructed. 
This referring back and being self critical firom different perspectives is reflexivity. 
The film situates itself within the ambivalent space between detached recording 
and humane response. 
The clinical gaze testifies to a special form of empowerment whose 
fairly elaborate, professional codes of conduct are symptomatic of its 
location at the boundaries of the ethical. It is presumably in the service of 
a greater good - the Viewer's "right to know"-- and is sanctioned by a 
constitutional guarantee of freedom of press. (This is true for journalism, 
at least. For documentaries concerned with more extended issues than 
news, the guarantee may have different hmits in the face of a competing 
right to privacy.) This inoculation against the display of personal 
involvement goes by the name of objectivity. The tension within 
objectivity arises from the "responsibility" of the journalist to forgo 
emotional, biased, or subjective response to events in order to safeguard 
his or her professional standing as detached, impartial observer.(Gross, 
1988:87) 
Discussion 
For me, there was a growing public responsibility in filming the three Indonesian 
women in a public hospital while protecting and developing their friendship and family 
connections. This provides fertile ground for discussing the ethics in the methods of other 
journalists who have reported on Muslim women and in the methods of both 
documentary fihn and TV joumahsm generally. 
Direct Cinema documentaries work at getting close to the personal space of the 
subject. They find those facets of life unknown in the public sphere. I followed Tiana's 
husband to his illegal working location to set the possibility to weave this situation with 
the working Australian community into the film. Tiana's husband agreed to have me film 
his working situation on a mushroom farm. He is well-educated had suffered under the 
impact of the Indonesian economic crisis. He could not find a good job in Indonesia. He 
came to Australia with his wife. Through his friendship with other Indonesians, he started 
working late in 1998.1 found there were around 20 Indonesian workers of different ages, 
mostly women, working in the mushroom farm. During the time of filming, some 
workers hid fi-om my camera. I respected their privacy and just focused on liana's 
husband. Nevertheless, the Indonesian illegal workers in Australia would be a good topic 
for a documentary. 
A journalistic response to this mushroom farm stoiy might be to ask how they 
came to work in the farm and are they legal workers? (After this trip, a similar farm in the 
Blue Mountain was raided by police.) 
The culture of journalism drives its workers to find some extra and negative truth 
beyond the human-interest story. To create conflict and an argument with only two sides 
is tabloid journalism's tendency. A story's angle can highlight or hide human rights 
abuses, social injustices or the moral breach and despite television journalism's implied 
truthful, unproblematic and disinterested position, it is, after all, simply telling stories. Its 
dramatic shaping is as endemic in documentary, news and current affairs as it is in most 
forms of television. Throughout the story (the text) the viewer witnesses a movement 
through conflict to resolution, and vdthin this movement there is tension and release. 
Through the tension and release of editing, ideological discourses are 
incorporated into the text. In the release stage of the film narrative, the audience finds 
these discourses comfortable, familiar and accessible. They see the story transformation 
and argument as transparent, obvious, intelligible and natural. This shaping of narrative 
for dramatic effect from the point of camera to that of editing gives credence to regarding 
even the most factual documentaries and news stories as being fictional in form. The 
actual facts presented within the form can become almost separated and irrelevant to the 
main meanings received by the audience. 
So, seeing how the world is through documentary involves a presentation of 
argument, of a position coded for audiences through style of camera, framing, editing, 
voice-over, rhythm and soundtrack. 
This militates against knowledge not because of "bias" or the 
supposition or demotion of ahemative viewpoints, but because what is 
concealed is the notion of the text as a site for construction of meanings 
which should be considered and analyzed in relation to the position, 
interests and intentions of their producers. (Masterman, 1993 :60) 
Here, representation and the filming of the Indonesian family becomes 
synonymous with sensitivity. Sensitivity relates to knowing when a filmed event 
happens, knowing what to film and how to frame, and knowing how to move the camera 
in response to events without offending. The camera operator decides whether camera 
movements should be violent or peaceful. Journalists and directors decide the spin on the 
story, they determine what questions should be asked and to what extent and depth. These 
are points of intervention at the fihning stage and the low budget DV director/journalist 
has more control over this process because they are now doing more of it. Naturally this 
new arrangement is saving the producers and media barons millions in production costs, 
not to mention equipment costs because DV is a very cheap technology. 
With the small DV and its ability to go unnoticed, ethical considerations relate 
strongly to notions of privacy and at this point the film situates itself within the 
ambivalent space between detached recording and humane response. (Nichols, 1991). 
Adding another vantage point 
Your Mother has now evolved into a reflective film by way of the post-production 
process. The enormous amount of filmed material has been cut with rhythm, the raw 
segments come to life in sequence, in new meaning. The rough material was gathered 
from day to day throughout the time of the three growing abdomens. That footage was 
shot on the new and very portable Digital-Video technology. It was edited on a non-linear 
digital edit suite known as a Media 100. 
The post-production stage demanded careful planning. It involved thinking over a 
long experimental editing process and trying many variations. This will be discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
The best story line lay somewhere in amongst the footage, it was a matter first of 
working it out on low budget VHS editing suites. Eventually the story and script come 
out of the process. The whole task was then submitted to a fihn editor who went through 
all the material with a fresh view. The Media 100 in our case was an efficient edit process 
but its limited drive storage capabilities mean that whatever was digitized had to be 
crucial to the film. There was no room for surplus that just might be useful. This in many 
ways defeats the purpose of digital non-linear editing. 
Susan Dermody's (1995) thoughts on brooding are perhaps necessary in some film 
writing. She captures what the Your Mother edit-script writing stage demanded when the 
representational and narrative dilemmas were given fair consideration. 
Rather than comply with the usual demands of scholarship I want 
to remain sketchy and open -"brooding" is the word that keeps coming to 
mind at the moment. An interestingly feminine term for thought. Perhaps 
at the end of brooding-a very inward kind of process-something emerges 
into the world. But if so, the thing is likely to get up on its wobbly legs 
and run off in any direction. And soon start hatching out its own new 
schemes. (Dermody, 1995:22) 
Developing the story through experimental VHS rough cut editing involves many 
tries at sequencing the raw segments of image and sound so that a poignant narrative 
emerges. It is a process that is in keeping with the Australian Film Commission's 
"Guerilla Documentary" initiative documented on their web site and for years has been 
the way of cinema-verite and realist documentary work ~ finding that inner story through 
experimental editing. 
DV, A Light Gaze 
Documentary-film styles that become noted and fashionable are acknowledged in 
further generations of film. As popular modes and forms they are imitated and critiqued 
and they are also later reflected in news and current affeirs. This works as part of an 
evolving and responsive film culture, set in the wider context of public and community. 
Despite these cultural and stylistic agendas, the more tangible pressures on 
filmmaking around the world, these days, are economic, and so for most filmmakers there 
is little chance or reason to shoot on film. It is virtually impossible to access the hefty 
budgets of the "beautiful-look" film-finish within the current contracting funding 
environment. The economies affecting film-style now are driven by the technology 
changes found in the small, portable, less costly and high quality Digital-Video (DV) 
technology. 
DV has pushed documentary into new story telling possibilities simply because of 
the equipment's quality and portability. The domestic cameras are less obtrusive to both 
the interview subject and to authorities like the military or police in politically dangerous 
coimtries. The pictures and sound are more acceptable for television broadcast than the 
old Hi-Eight or Super VHS analogue domestic equivalents and the camera can 
automatically adjust focus and color balance. The Guerilla documentary mode welcomes 
DV's quality and portability. The unobtrusive and low-budget grainy style is currently 
offering audiences levels of truthfulness with an inherent visual coding that is being 
accepted as young, defiant and inquiring. 
It could be argued that the acceptance of the style grew out of the rock-video-clip 
culture and market. The shaky hand held actuality look is now evident in modes of film 
from the work of fiknmakers making clips for U2 to Woody Allen to that of expensive 
advertising. The form is also an acknowledgment to the amateurish and actuality look of 
powerful video-taped images like those of the Rodney King bashing by poUce in Los 
Angles. Cinema verite as a documentary mode emerged with advances in 16, 35 and 70 
millimetres fihn technology. The wider screen shape and more portable Panavision 
camera, released in 1960, pushed cinema verite, and ultimately other forms like feature 
filmmaking. 
The levels of closeness, intervention and obtmsiveness brought by the smaller 
camera had never been experienced by subjects before. In writing about Lonely Boy, 
1962; a film about popular singer, Paul Anka, Ken Dancyger suggests that: 
Lonely Boy exhibits all of the characteristics of cinema-veriie: for 
example, too much background noise in the autograph sequence and a 
jittery hand-held camera in the backstage sequence where Anka is quickly 
changing before a performance. In the latter, Anka acknowledges the 
presence of the camera when he tells a news photographer to ignore the 
filmmakers. All of this the noise level, the wobbly camera, the 
acknowledgment that a film is being made" can be viewed as technical 
shortcomings or as amateurish lapses, or they can work for the film to 
create a sense of candor, insight, honesty, and lack of manipulation; the 
agenda for cinema verite" (Dancyger, 1993:127) 
Guerrilla documentaries rely on this "grainy", actuality and self referencing style. 
In these ways they are a return to the Grierson-like film; a return to the social 
documentation techniques of Direct Cinema which attempts to have the camera recording 
events as they might have happened had the camera not been there. This type of 
documentary is perhaps more journalistic, more efficient and less subjective than the 
highly constructed and expensive documentary feature that has been popular in recent 
years. 
Representing 
Winston (1995) has suggested that Grierson-like film uses the film subject in 
ways that create a citizen-victim. While in the 1990s it is possible that the victim-subject 
may become politically empowered after screening. Generally the Grierson film mode 
tends to gain currency through voyeurism at the victim's expense for others' 
enlightenment and entertainment. For the filmmaker, the film's success brings financial 
and professional gain. It was evident that Tiana, Dama and Wiwian in Your Mother might 
easily, through an error or omission on my part, be represented as victims. 
I had always wanted the three to emerge with a story of positive and heroic spin; a 
story of a brave mother as a winner, despite the hard life. To achieve this, the editing and 
story construction should reveal a story with a reflexivity or voice that refers back to me, 
representing them in a positive light. The film should be interactive with and responsive 
to the three women. It should avoid a narration about them and their lives, a speaking 
through a "father-knows-all" voice of authority. Rather, their voices should tell their 
stories. 
Dermody's writing suggests a film that avoids this sort of exposition. Exposition 
is a mode of documentary that tends to purport one perspective, one truth, usually told 
through voice over. The dominant native tongue is the language of social power, the one 
that is leamt at university and exercised in academic gatherings. It is the public discourse, 
and one dialect of it is speech making, another is documentary narration and the native 
tongue is generally a written form. 
The native voice as documentary narration does not speak of itself, it lectures, it 
echoes a dominant thinking, an exposition, a gesturing of truth. It is through this mode 
that most television news and current affairs are dehvered. Those who do not, or cannot 
speak with this empowering language are usually not heard. They are more likely to be 
ridiculed for their position, silent or silenced. 
Marginalised voices that have been silent and silenced are kept from accessing 
entire or complete knowledge. They have scant likelihood of full use of the language of 
social power. Yet films without the clear and concise dominant voice can be alienating 
and inaccessible to mainstream viewers. Films with complex ideas and languages are 
likely to exclude those whose "plight" or "struggle" is being represented. They are also 
likely to be less commercially viable so that film experimentation is often stifled in 
preference to commercial success. 
Nichols (1991) and others have shown the blurred boundaries between a dominant 
voice accounted reality (news, reportage) and a filmic, fictional and represented reality. 
Realities in mass-media products, like documentaries, oscillate between fact and fiction, 
between actual and constructed. Realities or perspectives in film can be changed through 
re-editing. They will then address audiences differently. The use of an editor changed the 
voice of Your Mother to one more closely related to the dominant voice. This made the 
film more accessible to audiences. 
And what emerges in all of the films I would see as engaging 
partly or wholly with this mode is a "voice" in the film that addresses the 
inner voice of the viewer. And that helps to release the imagery from a 
strictly referential function, to the point where a line is crossed and we are 
reading the image and sound track from the perspective of the 
unconscious. (Nichols, ibid) 
The universal inner voice of viewers must be sought in filmmaking. This is 
particularly the case in the editing process. The long period of experimental editing in 
Your Mother built a reflexivity in the final product. There is more of me, more of my 
interaction with the three Indonesian women and others. This reflexive mode of film is 
currently fashionable. The fiknmaker's role as subject in the film is set, providing another 
vantage point from w ĥich discussion arises. 
The reflexive film 
Your Mother aimed at making the filmmaker's intentions and ideology visible. 
The reflexive film asks questions about itself It provides a critique of the methodologies 
by vŷ hich the v^ork itself was put together. Writing such a script involves a process full of 
deliberation, procrastination commitment and laziness. Dermody (ibid) describes film 
planning as a state of receptiveness very close to the viewing mode that some less than 
strict documentaries, induce in the audience. If you are brooding over editing decisions, 
you are suspending thought. You are looking in and through yourself, through 
experiences, history, ideas and processes. She notes that writing is a brooding process. 
Brooding does not quite let the issue resolve, it is a suspended "thinking toward", and it 
often eludes the active will. It is painful to begin and riddled with insecurity and 
procrastination, but eventually the difference between success and failure, is that the 
work must begin. 
Scholarly writing seems to me to be considerably less demanding 
of this difficult kind of unconditional patience. As any kind of writing that 
is "commissioned", to some extent from the outside world. The muscular 
ego rises to the occasion takes up the task, produces something good 
enough in the relevant genre. But a writing process that is entirely 
uncommissioned, undemanded by the worid, or the workplace, adding 
nothing obviously useful to the Current Account figures - that requires all 
the self-collapsed posture, doubt and forced inactivity of the unverifiable, 
inward process of brooding. (Dermody, 1995:293) 
The discussions in this thesis are also necessary in providing an ethical and 
methodological framev^ork for discussing my meandering and experimental film writing 
and editing. Such scripting processes, in the long run, have developed the film's voice. It 
involves a thinking toward rather than an act of precise thinking. It has to keep the self, as 
always present, in a process of memory, reflection, dream, and narrative. 
Scholarly writing either maintains a rhetoric that keeps the self 
officially absent, or at bay, or brings it in more decisively by yet another 
rhetorical strategy that acknowledges the convention in refusing it. 
Unnecessary, uncommissioned, unknown acts of writing are cast in a 
speaking voice that makes the self as completely present to the reader as 
the subject of the writing is to the speaker, the writing self (Dermody, 
ibid:294) 
Reflexive documentary writing and editing succeeds in making this "writer-self 
present. Self is posed differently in different kinds of writing. When a non-authoritative 
voice is present, more is exposed and less is defended The text is thought to be more 
revealing of the writer than if they were hidden behind already established paradigms of 
authority, schools of thought, codes and conventions. 
A genre of film that questions the codes and conventions of the industry itself is 
also designed to question the institutionalized practice of the fihnmakers themselves as to 
their methods, fumblings, conflicts and dilemmas. 
Don Featherstone's film on Brett Whiteley's, A Difficult Pleasure (1989), involved 
a number of scenes where Whiteley argues with the director (Featherstone) about a 
particular direction and line of questioning. Whiteley chastises the crew and is irritated by 
the director after being asked about Vincent Van Gogh's influence and relevance. 
Whiteley argued that he did not want to talk in that area, that they had agreed on that note 
prior to filming and that the camera was now intruding. Obviously in today's mode of 
story telling, these kinds of encounters are included with the drama values that conflict 
brings. 
As with the three Indonesian women's filming, these moments are not failures but 
are valuable sequences in their own right. They are showing discomfort with the gaze. As 
long as ethical issues are resolved in regard to intrusion, these sequences by their 
inclusion in the final film reveal something about the three main characters, and their 
relating to the filmmaker. We worked at strengthening the subjective experience and 
increasing transparency in the filmmaking process. 
If the historical world is a meeting place for the processes of social 
exchange and representation in the interactive mode, the representation of 
the historical world becomes, itself, the topic of cinematic meditation in 
the reflexive mode. Rather than hearing the filmmaker engage solely in an 
interactive (participatory, conversational, or interrogative) fashion with 
other social actors, we now see or hear the filmmaker also engage in a 
metacommentary, speaking to us less about the historical world itself, as 
in the expository and poetic or interactive and drastic modes, than about 
the process of representation itself. the great preponderance of 
documentary production concerns itself with talking about the historical 
world, the reflexive mode addresses the question of how we talk about the 
historical world Reflexive texts are self-conscious not only about 
form and style, as poetic ones are, but also about strategy, structure, 
conventions, expectations and effects. (Nichols, 1991:56) 
Is reflexivity another fad? 
As to how much subjectivity, culture and personality is placed in a reflexive film, 
or, to what levels of camera and edit scientific-accuracy will be needed before an 
audience can accurately read sense from edited pieces of raw-material can never be 
accurately measured or resolved. 
The camera's gaze is a mingling of two distinct operations: the 
literal, mechanical operation of a device to reproduce images and the 
metaphorical, human process of gazing upon the world. As a machine, the 
camera produces an indexical record of what falls within its visual field. 
As an anthropomorphic extension of the human sensorium, the camera 
reveals not only the world but its operator's preoccupations, subjectivity 
and values. The photographic (and aural) record provides an imprint of its 
user's ethical, political, and ideological stance as well as an imprint of the 
visible surface of things. In most academic writing this notion is usually 
subsumed under the discussion of style. Of primary significance is the idea 
that style is not simply a systemic utilisation of techniques devoid of 
meaning but itself a bearer of meaning. (Nichols, ibid:79) 
In his latest book Claiming the Real - the Documentary Film Revisited, Winston 
(1995) suggests, that "This objective-subjective stuff is a lot of bullshit". Winston argues 
that filmmakers who are precious and affected about their uncut fikn due to their 
faithfulness to the actual recorded event, are, in fact, being unrealistic. The event has 
been changed before editing due to the way the camera includes and excludes. 
The objections Godard and others raised (over direct cinema) were 
grounded in a sense that the Griesonian baby was being thrown out with 
the direct cinema bath water. (Winston, 1995:159) 
Winston (ibid.) suggests a lack of real commitment behind all the talk of direct 
cinema and reflexivity. A claim made by many international filmmakers is that the issue 
of objectivity is reduced in the subjectivity approach, is, as Winston suggests, an excuse 
for a sloppy and overly precious filmmaking process. He asserts that a director's stand on 
reflexivity will radically change after a nasty legal experience. Directors and producers 
also backtrack after a public savaging at a screening or after a string of bad reviews on 
the film. To Winston this is an indication, that the reflexive filmmaking approach is 
theoretically problematic. He is suspicious of the motivation behind the idea of being 
there in a fly-on-the wall way. He says beware of the reflexive notion of experiencing the 
raw oral history in its recording. He illustrates this by citing the American documentary 
filmmaker, Al Maysles, who felt that diary-like, or oral history film material is sometimes 
too precious in its raw and unedited state to allow editing to begin. 
Maysles asserts that the narrative and actuality values in that raw material is so 
significant that to cut it into film is to squeeze out accuracy and to impose new meanings 
through the subjectivity of the edit. 
We can see two kinds of truth here. One is the raw material, which 
is the footage, the kind of truth that you get in literature in the diary form -
it's immediate, no one has tampered with it. Then there's another kind of 
truth that comes in extracting and juxtaposing the raw material into a more 
meaningful and coherent storytelling form, which finally can be said to be 
more than just raw data. (Levin, 1971!227 in Winston, ibid! 160) 
Winston attacks Maysles' contradiction by asserting that if the raw fikn material 
is, "not tampered with" and, is scientifically recorded, then it cannot also be described as 
subjective, 'diary' like, or the kind truth that occurs in literature. 
With these confusions- the construction of a questioning viewer 
behind a smoke screen of double talk- our hero springs free of the chains 
of objectivity and escapes to a post-modernist world of open textuality and 
critical acclaim. And takes the entire direct cinema movement with him. 
(Winston, ibid.) 
So films now, are claimed as objective evidence of the subjective experience of 
the filmmaker. 
The result is that this rhetorical strand, "objectivity is bullshit", still 
in effect makes the same implicit cultural appeal to photography's 
scientific heritage as does the other strand of the direct cinema 
practitioners' "window on what's happening" rhetoric. It is the filmmaker's 
subjectivity that is being objectively recorded. Direct cinema is still 
evidence of something-- the film-maker's "witness". (Winston, ibid.) 
Conclusion 
Contexts of production and broadcast are changing. There is a shifting perception 
in the industry on what might be considered ethical treatment of filmed or photographed 
subjects. Public perception of what constitutes an invasion of privacy is affected by 
recent screen history. How events and victims of today are represented by tonight's 
television or on today's net site will in turn contribute to understandings and perceptions 
on standards. In reality, most of the public's views on matters relating to the behavior of 
the mass-media, are formulated in debates held by the mass media itself 
Cases of media abuse, like those of the camera infringement of privacy, invasion 
in grief, or serious misrepresentation, will sometimes form big news stories in their own 
right. Beyond their news value, they are useiul in that they begin to discuss what should 
be considered when a member of the media is obtaining informed consent to film 
someone. It should be remembered that the subject's unpaid cooperation may, on 
occasions, be crucial in making or breaking the career of the mass media worker 
(filmmaker/joumahst). It should also be remembered that power difference in these 
situations will fluctuate but they are generally stacked in favour of the mass media 
worker and their organisation. 
Style, as Nichols (1991) suggests, is intimately attached to the idea of a moral 
point of view. If ethical principles underpin understandings of privacy, then a film 
director's style may be transparent enough to reveal how much thought was given to the 
subject and their mode of representation within the documentary. 
Just as various prefigurative choices in the use of language signal 
the moral point of view of a historian, "the camera's gaze" may signal the 
ethical, poHtical, and ideological perspective of the fihnmaker.(Nichols, 
1991:80 in White, 1997) 
We are aware that rights and obligations of joumahsts and documentary makers 
go hand in hand. The obligations involve duties not to libel, blaspheme or utter sedition. 
For those subjects misrepresented and their privacy invaded, the defamation laws might 
be available. If an imputation was established, the subject would then have to proceed 
with the emotional fortitude and the financial resources to match the rigors of the courts 
and legal experts. It is therefore unlikely that the defamation process would be an option 
for most, as they are unable to afford the costs. This imposes strong voluntary obligations 
on the filmmaker as ethical professional. 
Yet, unlike other professions (scientists, medical researchers, animal laboratory 
testers), consideration given to the application process in terms of ethics and privacy in 
film applications are absent. In-house television channel proposals or applications to 
government bodies like the Australian Film Commission (AFC) do not require any 
thought to ethics, privacy or infonned consent. Concern is only given to the legal, 
aesthetic, story strength and marketing or commercial considerations. 
The reflexive fihn mode within cinema-verite, for Your Mother has tried to 
provide a different frame of reference in society to people from elsewhere, who are what 
otherwise is contradictory, ambiguous, and paradoxical to most Australians. One can plot 
these forces objectively, but it is arguable that one can only understand them 
experientially. Making a film about all this allows as much to be said about the writer as 
it does the social actors (subjects). I am in a sense, experiencing it. One is, in it, rather 
than coolly observing from the outside. 
Chapters Post- production 
—Editing for Audiences 
The non-linear editing 
Working on non-linear (digital) editing is like a word processing - it can cut, 
copy, paste, and change the production of both image and sound-tracks at any time. It 
gives greater freedom to the editor to experiment with different ways of cutting a 
sequence at any time. Further more, the functions of dissolves, titles and graphics can be 
incorporated throughout the edit various computer based software like PhotoShop\ With 
the non-linear editing suite a complex cut can be easily achieved that even several-hours 
tape or film would be done in a matter of minutes by a non-linear editing machine. 
Digital computer technology has brought the process of film producing into full circle 
that includes the ability for a filmmaker using a Digital camera ~ like SP Betacam or 
Digital Betacam ~ to have exactly the same body as a Hi-8, but with a different head and 
tape mechanism. Digi-cams write on tape in O's and I's (i.e digitally) to record straight 
onto the non-linear computer memory which can then be brought directly into the editing 
room, avoiding the need to scan in the tapes. 
The process of non-linear editing has somehow been sped up or made easy for 
someone to chum out fikn masterpieces from the desktop computer, but the non-linear 
computer driven edit suite has to be big enough to store all the digitized video and audio 
^ Graphics can be generated on a computer using PhotoShop, After Effects, Adobe Premiere or a similar 
design program. This can be a relatively cheap way of generating fantastic looking graphics or title design. 
clips. Your Mother was cut on a non-linear edit computer - Media 100. It was provided 
by the Faculty of Creative Arts as an experimental equipment for the student, its problem 
was its driven edit suite was too small. A non-liner edit computer must be of high enough 
quality to present the trinmied material at a quality to make sense of it. 
Currently, non-linear edit suites, like Media 100, AVID, Lightworks, 
(Heavyworks), FAST and DAVE, their system span the worlds of analog and digital 
video. For example. Media lOO's hardware converts analog video signals to digital video 
data which digital source material can be imported directly into Media 100 and analog 
source material must be converted to digital format. 
In my case. Your Mother was shot by a Digi-cams (Sony DXlOO DV), so I can 
directly digitize the source material into Media 100. During the digitization process, the 
Media 100 system compresses video source materials to conserve disk space before they 
are stored in a video file. However, the Media 100 system measures the video signal 
compression rate by the resulting target frame size of the digitized media. In other words, 
the more the video signal is compressed, the smaller the size of the resulting target frames 
and the disk space they require. The smaller the target frame size, the lower the image 
quality (Media 100 User Guide, 1996). Therefore, before starting the digitizing process, a 
cutting script can be a great way to avoid careless digitizing which would cause low 
image quality. This also helps with planning the order of the cut. In my case, I directly 
did a rough editing on VHS with a domestic edit controller. Being on a super low budget, 
and as an experimental documentary filmmaker, this is a great idea to me. I spent months 
in this stage. I watched through all the source materials again and again to seek the most 
satisfactory and logical story. As Holland (1997) noted: 
The best edited programmes are rarely simply strung together, one 
shot after the next ~ although shortness of time available, say for some 
news reports, does occasionally make this necessary. For most 
documentary and drama programmes, considerable time and thought will 
go into deciding the final shot order, cutting points and cutting rhythm as 
well as working with the sound-track. The programme may be structure 
and restructured several times before it is reading for the final broadcast 
quality print or tape to be made. (Holland, 1997:97) 
Sometimes the editor or director may prefer to do a" paper edit" which is a usefiil 
way of trying out different segments from the transcripts of interviews, and is most 
effective if editing on video, which is less easy to reshuffle during the editing. But I did 
not do such a paper edit. In my case, my shooting was looser and less predictable. 
Admittedly, I found it difficult to find an exact image or sound to fit in with my structure. 
Therefore, I was directly composing a story outline on VHS with a domestic edit 
controller before resorting to the digitizing process in the Media 100. 
The style of editing 
Audience, interpretations of stories vary according to individual experiences, 
values and tastes. Leo Braudy (1976) takes the instance of the American film adventure. 
Deliverance, to explain the audiences' elusive appetite. 
One person is moved by the sense of American adventure in 
Deliverance^ and so loves the film; another sees that, but hates the acting 
and thinks that the entire effect is too allegorical; a third cannot get 
beyond the themes of masculine assertion. (Braudy, 1976:6) 
Braudy's contribution to this instance is that every film is carved up and evaluated 
in parts with values assigned to individual tastes. Filmmaking, like most other works of 
art, employs existing modes of expression to tell their own stories. 
Audiences are no longer envisaged as passive consumers but as active producers 
of popular culture (Hunter and Kay, 1997). I hope through all of this that the editor would 
avoid allowing my story to fall into hackneyed and stereotyped expressions, but rather to 
tailor my story towards fulfilling its, informational and entertaining objectives. 
When the first motion pictures were created, editing did not exist (Dancyger, 
1993). Only 30 years later were the principles of classical editing developed. In the early 
years, however, continuity, screen direction, and dramatic emphasis through editing were 
not even goals. Cameras were placed without thought to compositional or emotional 
considerations. Many of these early films were made from a single shot. Through the 
development of filming technology, films were edited to the extent that they consisted of 
more than one shot, many shots sequenced with pace rhythm and story line. 
Your Mother was made fi-om 26 shots in the initial editing and later cut into 45 
shots in the final. Every new shot presented in the edit contributes to a scene and no 
single shot in itself records an action from beginning to end. In Porter's ''The Life of an 
American Fireman'\ the essential of editing was so that "the inclusion of newsreel 
footage lent a sense of authenticity to the film. It also suggested that two shots were 
filmed in different locations, with vastly different original objectives, could, when joined 
together, mean something greater than the sum of two parts. The juxtaposition created a 
new reality greater than that of each individual shot. (Dancyger, ibid.) 
Your Mother has every single shot taken from real life, such as, Dama and her 
family preparing to visit the hospital; Tiana on her way to hospital for a pre-natal 
examination; and Wiwian in bed for the testing of her baby's foetal heart. Like Porter 
(Dancyger, 1993:4), who uses the shot of mother and daughter, trapped inside the burning 
building and outside, the firemen raced to their rescue. This shot-by-shot alternating of 
interior and exterior made the story seemed dynamic which created a heightened tension 
to this film-energized simple story. The same applied to the Direct Cinema of the film 
Your Mother. While not as tight as ''The Life of an American Fireman"^ it had the same 
intent to position the audience to entertain them with the new reality. 
Our view and position, the audience's and mine, could be compared to an 
intermediary shot among the three women's story to clarify the change of location, time 
and place. This construct is referred to by Dancyger, who cited the film " The Great 
Train Robbery and "The Life of an American Fireman", to illustrate the power of the cut 
and shot placement. 
The audience enters or exits a shot midway. Here lies the 
explanation for the time and location change. For narrative purpose of the 
shot, entering a shot in midstream suggests that time has passed. Exiting 
the shot before the action is complete and viewing an entirely new shot 
suggests a change in location. Time and place shifts thus occur, and the 
narrative remain clear. The overall meaning of the story comes from the 
collectivity of the shots, with the shifts in time or place implied by the 
juxtaposition of two shots. (Dancyger, ibid.) 
Identifying the three characters' situations had the result of compressing time, 
moving characters closer through the common experience, in a discreet time, around 
birth, family and Islam. 
I intended to create a dramatic impact through a newsy, verite and grainy style. As 
Paul Arthur said at the 1997 Yamagata International Documentary Film Festival; 
Newsreels fail to meet requirements of historical narrative since 
the latter 'implies not only recorded events but ftirthermore a narration of 
events having from a beginning, middle, end, and coherent outline," and " 
newsreels have no 'abstract perspective' and thus 'make actuality seem 
fragmentary, superficial and even trivial. (Arthur, ibid., 1997) 
Throughout the experimental edit, my supervisor kept suggesting that the film 
structure was weak. A film without a structure, without beginning, development, and 
ending, will not work out successfully with today's mainstream audiences. A fragment of 
footage is not enough to tell a story. At least it must be organized to follow a theme. Each 
piece of footage, taken from a given viewpoint and shown on the screen to audiences, is 
lifeless without the sequences provided by surrounding footage. Its life is given by the 
composing of a new reahty with a number of separate pieces of footage, and by a 
synthesis of those different separate visual images. 
According to Steven D. Katz (1991), structure controls the order in which the 
story information is given to the audience and plot is a good place to begin to understand 
the kind of structural logic that motivates editing choices. 
Katz uses the example of novelist, E. M. Forster's, "the King died and the Queen 
died" -- which is not a plot. But, if we say "the King died and so the Queen died of grief," 
that is a different causal connection -- a sequence presented with a different plot which 
gives the audience a different level of understanding. 
My first scene in the first script sets the scene with a long shot of a University 
building to identify the location and time. Under the light of the setting sun, a female 
shadow near a camera and tripod showed up on screen for the second shot. This set the 
scene for the acknowledgment of the filmmaker's intervention. The opening text was to 
inform the audience of the plot. This worked like a lead would in a news story. 
" I am Taiwanese, I made this documentary in Australia. My three 
main characters are Indonesian in this film. Australia is a multicultural 
society in which we use a respect, friendship and the Enghsh language to 
fill a racial gap between they and me". 
The sound of cicadas and a middle to long shot (MLS) of the building gave a 
richer beginning. The Media 100 as a non-linear computer driven edit tool is ideal for the 
screen trial of these sequences. A man holds a little girl in the next scene and answers the 
door. A female voice with a Chinese accent, said: "I am looking for Wiwian". The man 
put down the little girl, then he denied directly without thinking, "There are no Chinese 
living here." The man had feh embarrassed because I did not say I was Chinese, nor was I 
looking for a Chinese. Wiwian, whom I was searching is one of the main characters. She 
teaches Arabic on that day so I was not able to see her on that occasion. 
When the man said, " There are no Chinese living here," the audience would 
realize that the little girl at his side was not Chinese. I tried to alert the audience to this, in 
a most subtle way, as if a message to those involved in this particular Chinese Indonesian 
conflict. I hoped to jog their memory, that there had been disputes between the 
Indonesian and Indonesian Chinese for years and it should be sorted out with respect to 
the trouble in Jakarta in May 1997. But with mainstream audiences this particular line of 
intent was far too subtle. 
The audience's interest and knowledge needed to be provoked with more dialogue 
while paying attention to structure and character development. Audiences do not see 
films as a whole. They are attracted for different purposes and will fight over those 
attractions as if those individual points were the total question (Braudy, 1976). A piece of 
dialogue that is important for advancing the plot requires a close-up visual or some shift 
in the pattern of shots to alert us that we are hearing a new and more important point than 
what we've heard earlier in the sequence. My early rough cut simply failed to do this and 
so an editor, fresh to the material, was needed. 
A piece of dialogue that reveals key information about a character calls for a 
similar strategy. Dialogue is used in the fiction film, usually, to provoke a dramatic 
effect. Roger Manvell in the book. What is Film (1965) said: 
The greater part of dramatic action in the theatre is achieved 
through dialogue he scenes of dialogue are deliberately devised to 
give actors the opportunity to carry their significance in terms of situation, 
plot-development, and characterization over to an auditorium full of 
spectators. The whole feeling and structure of a play, however realistic, 
however imagist or symbolist, are shaped by the natural conditions of a 
theatre and its need to infect an assembled audience. (Manvell, 1965:91) 
Documentary, however, does not use much "dialogue". Usually, the editor might 
depend on the content of the audio to fill around the video image. For example, when 
Dama's voice mentioned her daughter, the video showed her daughter, or, when Dama 
mentioned her mother cooking for payment, the video showed Dama's mother cooking in 
the kitchen. 
Your Mother became verite, or a form of direct cinema with ethnographic aspects 
as I was filming people within their culture. The way of verite affected me, rather than 
my deliberately starting with that mode in mind 
In the initial edit, I had the fifth scene set in a living room. Wiwian and baby were 
in a close-shot. Wiwian was breast-feeding her daughter. The next scene cut to a very 
close up (VCU) of Wiwian's face where she called her daughter's name, " Farah! Farah!". 
The scene cuts to Wiwian's abdomen. The scenes were arranged in the beginning of the 
film to indicate the feminine desire to have a baby. The scene was repeated in the end of 
the film as a conclusion. This was designed to suggest that life is also like a cycle, handed 
down fi-om generation to generation without a point of beginning or ending. 
However, this script design did not avail itself to be accessible or understandable 
to international audiences. The producer had said that unless through narration or some 
precise information to assist in conveying ideas, it seemed that meaning would be lost, 
that my intentions with the story telling would not be understood. At the time I 
vehemently disagreed, but now I see the sense in what he suggested. 
The Indonesian economic crisis was not worth discussing in any direct way. It had 
already been covered widely in the media. Once the audience recognized the three 
Indonesian Muslim women by their veil and language, audience thoughts would on 
occasions, drift to the Indonesian economic crisis and the riots. This was useftil to keep in 
mind while editing. 
In the seventh scene Wiwian explained why her husband could not come to 
Australia. This scene had cut from a close-shot of Wiwian to where she looked at the 
echocardiogram, then to a medium close shot (MCU) of the echo-cardiogram. The 
consequence of this was that Wiwian's Muslim veil signified a manifest knowledge of her 
cultural background. Wiwian's words manifested her concern and worry. Arranging the 
shot of the echo-cardiogram between the two Wiwian shots indicated the complexities of 
her worries and her situation. 
I had considered intercutting a piece of newsreel of the hidonesian turmoil 
recorded off screen from the SBS TV news. Copyright issues aside, it was decided again 
to concentrate on the personal scene, which the audience would know, hidonesian turmoil 
had its dramatic impact, but somehow less than an emotional medium-close-up (MCU) of 
the echo-cardiogram and the dynamic foetal heart sound for dramatic impact. Such a 
scene, concentrated direct cinema approach and shaped the plot to a dramatic effect. The 
audience were reminded of the presence of a new life on its way. 
In the fourteenth scene, the story stepped into a more tense situation. Dama's baby 
was due. The scene was busy and tense. It reflected Dama and her family's tension. The 
maternity ward with its confused atmosphere was also intimidating. It was shot that way. 
Dama's inner quiet was palpable as she was sent into the operation room. The male nurse 
tried to get the Dama's bed outside the ward. The bed was too big. Dama had to get off 
the bed to walk out of the ward by herself, only to get onto a smaller trolley-bed waiting 
in the corridor, which, incidentally, was very crowed and noisy. A food trailer was stuck 
in the passageway; a crying baby came out from the nursery room, his mother apologized 
to everyone; the nurses did what they could to intensify the comedy of errors. 
Dama's three-year-old daughter started crying, asked for a mother's hug, but 
Dama stood aside with her confused state. Her husband was concerned about the camera 
because she was half-naked. Finally, the nurse wheeled her off, only then to crash the bed 
into a stationary cabinet set in the corridor. Such a scene did not have any artificial pre-
arrangement. It happened accidentally and was filmed in reality. No direction occurred on 
this occasion and so the material was undoubtedly in the style of cinema verite. 
Most cinema verite filmmakers are interested in the event as it actually happens. 
Your Mother is one of these films about real people in ordinary life situations. My only 
means of production being a lightweight DV hand-held camera. This scene deserved 
consideration and yet it was completely eliminated from the final edit. 
The initial editing purpose of this scene was to build a sequence that presented a 
different plot, one which gave the audience a sensitivity to a different sense of direction. 
As Elizabeth Cowie (1997) said. 
In this new approach there is a concern with the meaning of the 
reality presented~it is an epistemological project, requiring that we not 
only see but also brought to know". This as an opposition between "the 
beautiful village and the true village," between the scenic view and 
knowledge of the social and economic articulation of the community 
inhabiting the village. The task of the documentary film is, on the contrary 
to make such a village (society) understandable in its ftmctions, too, i.e., 
socially, not just a beautiful landscape. Only in this way can the true face, 
an authentic picture of how men live together, be produced (Cowie, 1997) 
The universal inner voice of viewers must be sought in filmmaking and in this 
process, the journalist director must establish the identity and characteristics of their 
audience and then of their subjects. This is particularly the case again in the editing 
process. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Your Mother was focused on an Asian audience who 
would be interested in seeing how the Australian hospital staff serviced or treated an 
hidonesian Muslim expectant mother. This focus brought attention to the family's 
reactions and emotions. They are a minority living in a foreign territory (Australia). 
Clearly the women would have faced a great deal of people's questioning and 
inquiry. Why have those women come to Australia? Is it for the birth of their child? Is the 
Australian medical system better than the Indonesian medical service? What about the 
political upheaval in Indonesia? Was it an extra worry, added onto that of study and 
childbirth? How was it all when there was so much turmoil and trouble back in 
Indonesia? Do you want to come and live here? Are you trying to exploit an immigration 
loophole by having a baby in this country? The answers, and those questions, were 
beyond the inquirers' thoughts and could not be resolved in one verite film. 
While the purpose of the initial editing tried to give an objective approach to 
observing the Indonesian people, some critics, like Winston, have pointed out that the 
moment of the camera focus on a scene is the moment that a subjective choice has been 
made, and the process of editing necessitates further subjectivity. 
By the different types of connections, the editor can create the illusion of a real or 
physical world, and shape the plot to a dramatic effect. Audiences go for what is being 
promoted, what is being promoted well, and documentary becomes the show piece of 
reality, recorded with the full force and impact of truth while coupled with the right 
public relations spin. 
With this argument, one way of avoiding the film's reality or perspectives being 
lost is cutting sequences very close to the way it was first shot. However, one would also 
get caught up in the problems discussed in the last chapter's section an reflexive verite 
and Winston's attack on the smoke screen created by those loyal to the original camera 
footage. 
I could say that "Temporal connections" were incorporated in that cut fi-om where 
Tiana walked into the bathroom in one shot to where she laid on the bed and accepted the 
foetal heart sound test in the second shot. I might discuss "spatial connections," that cut 
from a wide shot of the hospital building to a recognizable detail of the hospital in a 
closer shot. 
I might also extol the virtues of "logical connections" that, supposedly allowed the 
audience to recognize a relationship between Dama and the sound of baby crying. But the 
white corridor, and then the scene fading into a white scene before a cut to a ceiling fan 
and the sound of a baby crying was to create the vision of the state of unconsciousness. 
These different types of connections, allowed the editor to create the illusion of a real or 
physical world, and that of the other state, in order to shape and plot to a dramatic effect 
(Cowie, 1997). Indeed, in this scene of Dama's baby, the ceiling fan was in fact cut from 
the raw footage of Tiana, where she was in the outpatient room waiting for her pregnancy 
examination. The ceiling fan on that occasion was shot to emphasize Tiana's inner 
feeling. 
Conclusioii 
The film medium gives us more of the physical reality than other arts. The fact 
that cinema presents so comparatively complete a picture of the real world sometimes 
means that it is referred to as a total art. Documentary in verite form has encouraged 
people to think that the way to artistic perfection lies in approaching nearer to what 
audiences accept as a full physical reahty. 
The process of making this film can be divided into three stages: that of the artist's 
experience or intuition; expression of this intuition in an artistic medium (film); and the 
enjoyment by, and ideally the kindling of similar experience in an audience. (Stephenson, 
1965:13-26) 
In the final edit, the structure also ended up in three parts: study, life, the babies. 
In these parts, the story of three women in turn inserted their affection and personality in 
the film. While, Glenn Hanns, my editor who considered Dama's story more complete 
then Wiwian's, this was only his perception, although it is true that Wiwian had left 
Australia earlier than the others and that she had been away touring Australia for a 
considerable amount of time that she was here. My editor constructed the fibn from his 
life experience and intuition. And he commented: 
Like Tiana had said "no one can help me", my wife also had a 
similar experience. She studied in the University and during that time she 
got pregnant. So, I realize their difficult situation. I picked up on those 
points that I am familiar with and I felt it should touch the audiences' 
heart. (Hanns, 1999) 
Reality should be widely defined to comprise the whole physical, mental, and 
emotional world. Things, which do not impinge on the artist in any way, are irrelevant. 
Reality, therefore, includes everything in the artist's experience: other works of art, other 
people; everything they see, feel, hear, and know, also their own memory, own bodily 
sensation, own mental states, thoughts, imaginings, and dreams. 
Thoughts, emotions, and mental states are as much "reality" in this context as a 
table or a chair. Moreover, the artist is fashioning a work of art by combining their own 
experience, and the physical medium of the art. This will affect the type of experience 
which can be expressed and the way this experience will be manifested. In other words. 
the artists are tied to the reaUty of their own experience and this experience will be 
reflected on the artist's thoughts, actions and works. (Stephenson, 1965) 
Hanns admits that this was first time he has done any verite documentary editing, 
the other works, were all news, current affairs and educational documentaries. 
"I watched the initial edit, I reahzed the director's intent for a type 
of Cinema Verite, using the image to tell the story. I felt that the effect 
was too weak (in your edit) to achieve a completed story. I asked the 
director ( you) to do new interviews. I selected some as a base, and then 
filled it with images. My rich experience in educational and informational 
documentary film editing, assisted. (Hanns, 1999) 
The goals of the editor are to find a narrative continuity and for the visuals and 
sound that will create a dramatic emphasis so that the film will be more effective in 
conveying a set of ideas or arguments that were originally formulated by the director. 
The main purpose of cinema verite style films is to make the 
viewer an observer of the drama as it unfolds and is recorded by the film-
maker. Therefore, to bring an inter-mediator between the event and the 
viewer is against the philosophy of this style. (Lssari and Paul, 1997: 17) 
Cinema verite films, however, sometimes use narration as a link to cover gaps in 
the stoiy line or to explain the footage itself In other words, narration is used to pick up 
things the filmmakers missed with their camera. In choosing a particular juxtaposition. 
the editor also layers narrative with metaphor and subtext. They can even alter the 
original meaning by changing and reformatting the sequence of events. 
An editor is successful in a verite film when the audience enjoys the story and 
forgets about the complexities of the juxtaposition of shots and so the work appears 
seamless. If the audience is aware of the editing, the editor has failed.(Dancyger, 1993) 
The footage gives a particular intimacy and feeling between me, as a Chinese 
female filmmaker, and the three Indonesian women, its feminine and childish style being 
both a strength and weakness. There is a meandering, elusive quality to the footage which 
despite my clumsy ways, uncannily captures something of the characteristics of the three 
~ the veiled, tender, faithful, optimistic and patient mothers. Their intense need for a 
peaceful life to complete their study and have adequate clothing and food were high on 
the priorities at the time of my camera intrusion. 
Objectively speaking, the final production of Your Mother was to cut the way it 
was because it told the story with more clarity and openness. The weakness of the final 
edit was editor was too eager in getting a story outcome, too concerned with reaching 
everyone. The editor came to the process once the production had finished in making a 
rough assembly of shots to form a bed. In this way, adjustments or additional shots could 
be undertaken during the edit. However, with the limited experimental budget, the 
production of Your Mother could not expect the engagement of an experienced verite 
editor. As Graham Chase (1997)^ said: 
When you're making film or video or whatever you want to call 
them, the only difference (with mini digital camera PV]) is your camera, 
it's smaller, and therefore you might save a bit of money in freight. In 
other words you still take six people with you and they do it all for you, 
and so on. Now, I don't do that, I try and do as much of it as I can, I 
always have. I have always done my own editing. And even the last half a 
dozen films I made, I did my own sound recording. Not because I was 
trying to put anyone out of work or anything, I just believe that if you are 
making documentaries, you have to got your hands on it, (Chase, 1997) 
While, Your Mother was recorded under the style of observation by a sole 
operator, tMs was later to be adapted from the cinema verite, observational technique to a 
more popular current affairs style. The editor came freshly to the text with a 
preconception that was not in keeping with mine. 
Photographs and records are determined entirely by what is 
happening and by the agility of the cameraman and recordist to keep pace 
with it, the editing becomes a logical progression of the shooting. As the 
cameraman selects an image, the very act of selecting reveals a point of 
^ Graham Chase is one of the senior members of the documentary filmmaking community. Some of his 
films are Modem Times, Cooee and Democracy. Eight of Graham's films have premiered at either the 
Sydney or Melbourne film festivals. Graham worked for many years with Film Australia and he held a 
Supervising Editor role there as well as directing documentaries. See The self operation revolution. News 
first, later made into documentary. From http://www.afc.gov.au/resources/online/general/dvc/dvc 1 .html 
view. Then, during the process of editing, he shows what points are most 
meaningful to him. For this reason, the cameraman must be directly 
responsible for the editing, or closely with it. (Lssari and Paul, 1993:13) 
According to Lssari and Paul (1993), the photographer is responsible for the 
editing in the style of cinema vente. The photographer selects the image, the very act of 
selecting reveals a point of view. Then, during the process of editing, only they can show 
what points are most meaningful to the editor. While this style of editing must remain 
faithful to the actual event - its continuity, its character development and the atmosphere 
for audience is a market driven film production process. The material must be allowed to 
unfold itself rather than be forced into a mold, so that the audience feels as though they 
feel the filmmakers' experience when photographing. 
The editing, in an ideal world, free of market and audience, can be made, true to 
real life. The manipulation of footage by an editor to create a new reality should 
communicate the vision and story with clarity (Lssari and Paual, 1993). It was on this 
question of clarity and cultural view that in Your Mother, the editor came to the process 
once production had finished and after I made an initial editing. 
At the editor's suggestion, adjustments or additional sound recording were 
undertaken during post-production that the editor and I came to disagree. However, this is 
an ideal working process in order to respond to the reality of audiences at international 
markets, broadcasters and the like. I gave more concern to technical clarity and so left 
more to the editor. This was especially in respect to the producer's authority and his 
determination, saying; "the director needs to let go of a lot of extraneous footage". In this 
way, I had to accept an editor working on the film's structure and to clean up the work's 
technical problems, like those of poor sound quality. 
On a pragmatic level as a director I had to step out of the material. I had to relax 
with my own tension and sit back as an audience member to review and rethink the fihn 
because of complicated emotions connected to owning the filming process. After I 
viewed the final editing production, I felt that some of my significant images may open to 
potential audiences, new vistas and visionary pleasures. I felt that my work may pose the 
dilemma of a vision spectacle or create new knowledge, or create a division between a 
subjective and experiential engagement or begin an objective and intellectual appraisal. I 
felt that all these opportunities were lost by a viewless cutting action that the editor 
brought to the film. These thought are a common failing. They exist as a reality and 
signifier to the relationship with the director and the producer or the editor and the 
director. 
Filmmaking is a group activity with a tradition. Though some films have been 
made by individual directors with little or no assistance, virtually all films are created by 
groups of people. The production team grows in range and numbers with the nature of the 
subject and budget. There are union requirements about the minimum units needed for 
working on both documentary and fictional films (Menvell, 1965). The power 
relationship of editor and director or editor and producer depends on the interests and 
strengths of each (Dancyger, 1993). The film story and quality, its ability to 
communicate, depends on these relationships succeeding. 
From the beginning, my attitude to documentary filmmaking has been a testimony 
to the producer's and supervisor's encouragement of independent thinking and 
filmmaking. In addition, the production of Your Mother has proved that I can operate the 
process of selecting subject, shooting and directing, then performing the initial editing by 
myself 
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Appendix 1. 
Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Father 
Director's Visualization Script 
(pre-editing script) 
Characters: 
The filmmaker-behind the scene, Tiana/ Septiaaa Dwiputrianti, Dama/ Damayanti 
Puspadevi, Wiwian/ Dwiani Gunastuti, Tiana's husband, Damans husband, 
Wiwian*s husband, Tiana*s mother, Dama's mother, Wiwian^s mother, the 
PhUippine woman, the staff of the Wollongong hospital, 
Video Audio 
SCENE 1 - COLOR; MLS: DAY: EXT; 1998 LATE 
SUMMER WOLLONGONG Late summer afternoon. 
The cicadas sing in the trees, the song of summer's ending, 
sad, monotonous. 
MLS of the view of Madoline street apartments serve as 
accommodation at the University of Wollongong. 
SFX; Nat sound up & under; 
The cicada crying is set against the 
shadow of a young woman who adjusts a 
camera. The shadow is flickering in the 
glow of the setting sun. 
MLS of a signifying shadow 
(then Superimposed come up) 
"I am Taiwanese, I made this documentary in Australia. 
The three main characters in my film are from Indonesia. 
Australia has a multicultural society where we use respect, 
a smile and English to fill the cultural gap between they 
and me" 
Fade in Title ;( White words, black baclcground) 
Your mother. Your mother. Your mother. Your 
father 
Fade out -Fade in 
SCENE 2 - COLOUR; LS; DAY; EXT; The buHding of SFX; Nat sound up & under; 
the Graduate House Late afternoon, the building is 
covered by the glow of the setting sun. The shadow of the NATSOT 
tree can be seen dancing on the wall of building. The urban 
scene is compressed and lonely, its color and tones warm as 
tension rises. 
CU of the window; one of the windows of the building 
Cut to-
SCENE 3 - COLOUR; MLS; DAY; TNT; The building SFX; Nat sound UP & under: 
of die Graduate House SunliRht through the class window 
reflected a vast expanse of whiteness. There are eight N A T S O T 
families residing in ¿ i s old brick building. 
ECU OF A DOOR; knock on the door. An Indonesian 
man who holds a little girl comes to answer the door. 
n 
CU of the little girFs face looks at the strange female VO/photographer: "I am looking for 
visitor with her black eyes; the camera is rocked but still Wiwian. 
remained on the little girl face. The man's voice can heard 
clearly, but his face can not be seen. „T ,̂ . VU/lne man: There are no Chinese 
who live in here," 
VO/Fihmnaker: " Wiwian! she is from 
CU OF A DOOR: the door of Number 47. Indonesia." 
VO/ The man: "Oh! Wiwian! Number 
47",. 
SCENE 4-Color; LS; DAY: INT; In the living room of SFX : Nat sound up & wider 
Wiwian's home. A lovely young Muslim mother sits on 
the chair in the room breast-feeding her baby. 
CU of Wiwian breast-feeding her baby, 
VCU of baby breast-feeding , 
CU of Wiwian breast-feeding the baby 
Blue Superimposition; Dwiani Gunastuti, Wiwian's 
name being written. 
Dwiani Cunostuti 
CU of baby: Baby is still sucking. Sunlight comes in 
through the window. 
CU of Wiwian^s face: Wiwian is caUing; VQAViwian : " Farah! Farah! 
Fade into white 
SCENES- COLOUR: LS: DAY: INT: the lobby of The SFX : Nat sound up & under 
Hospital of WoMongong, in front of lift Crowd in the 
background NATSOT 
CU of Wiwian^s big abdomen: Wiwian's abdomen 
(Camera tilts low to high.) 
VOAViwian: "Farah! Farah". 
3/4 shot of Wiwian: Wiwian looks at her big abdomen. 
Camera pans from low angle to high angle slightly, Wiwian 
looks at her own abdomen and strokes it. 
in 
VOAViwian:"! don't know, 
probably is a boy" 
but it 
SCENE 6 - COLOUR: LS: DAY: EVT: the outpatient 
serving room of the Hospital of Wollongong; Wiwian is 
doing the Antenatal examination. Wiwian sits on the bed 
lifts her dress to accept a nurse hearing the fetal heart 
sound. The nurse stands aside of the bed facing audience. 
CU of Wiwian: she looks at the Doppler echocardiogram. 
MCU of the Doppler echocardiogram: 
BCU of Wiwian: Wiwian's smile has been disappeared 
when the nurse says that the fetus's fetal heart sound is not 
too stable. She sits in the bed waiting for the test's result 
coming up. The Doppler echocardiogram is still working. 
Pau! Pau! 
Fade in black 
SFX: Nat sound np & mider The 
fetus's fetal heart sound can be heard. 
The fetus's vitahty is strong and brave. 
Pan! Pau! Pau! Pau! Sounds like the 
fetus's yelling that they insist on coming 
to this world no matter how much the 
cost and no matter what the reality of life 
, they want to be bom. 
VOAViwian:" I got a scholarship from 
my country. My principal he don't let me 
postpone my study, so I have to go on 
with my study and my pregnancy ...I 
have no choice... My husband works at a 
private company in Jakarta... .you know 
now the situation of Indonesia is not too 
good, so, if he comes to Austraha, he 
will lose his position when we return to 
Indonesia" 
SCENE 7-COLOra: LS: Night: EXT, the Damans SFX: Nat sound up & under a mild 
home: the night before Dama goes to hospital. After the voice, like mother's calhng, come out 
heat of the day, the evening came as a welcome relief to all. from the window. 
(Camera Zoom gently to the building.) 
CU of the windows 
Cutto-
SCENE S-COLOUR: Night: INT, the Dama's home: SFX: Nat sound UP & under Sound of 
the Muslim prayer like a mother's hand 
Zoom into the picture of Damans famttv: the picture of warmly and softly touching the children's 
Dama, her husband and elder daughter. hearts. 
(The picture dissolved into a clock, hnng on a white wall.) 
CU of a clock 
Cut to-
SFX: Nat sound UP & under The sound 
of clock replaces the sound of the 
Muslim prayer. Di-Dal Di-Da! Di-Da! 
SCENE 9-COLOUR: Night: INT. the Dama's home: In SFX: Nat sound up & under 
the living room: 
LS of the Dama family ; Dama and her husband sit down 
on the chairs watching Television. Their 3-years-old 
daughter plays around them 
CU of the 3-vesrs-old girl: she looks at the camera with 
her big eyes. 
MLS of Dama: Dama sits down in the chair beside a table. SFX; Nat sound & mider 
(White supeiimposition ) Damayanti Puspadevi, 
Dama*s name being written. 
Damayanti Puspade vi 
Dissolve: MCU of Dama: Dama talks about her situation. 
VO/Dama: 
"I am going to Hospital around 6:30 PM. 
I have to fast for 10 hours, so I have to 
stay in the Hospital tonight, and 
tomorrow around 8:30 AM, they are 
going to operate me, and around 9:30 
AM I will be in my room." 
" my doctor didn't tell me that the baby is 
boy or girl, but I guess this is a boy, I 
already have a three-year-old girl. I hope 
this time I can get a boy." 
LS of Dama family: Dama sits down on the chair beside 
the table. She looks at her elder daughter who plays around 
the living room, Dama's mother comes into the living 
room, shows a bag to the little girl to bring the little girl to 
the bedroom. 
SFX: ISat somid & mider Dama : 
VO/Dama: In the autumn, I still study in 
mathematics...but I felt this pregnancy is 
tougher than before, so I have to 
withdraw." 
CU of Dama : Dama is praying 
CU of clock: the clock shows 6:30 PM. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under: Dama's 
prayer is smooth, like a beautiM song, 
again and again. 
MLS of Dama's family: Dama's husband and her mother 
is preparing to send Dama to Hospital. 
CU of Dama's mother cooking 
r i I of Dama : Dama's praying. 
VO/Dama " My mother given me a lot 
of helps. We have to cook for people. 
Because the economic crisis, we have to 
send the money go back to Indonesia." 
Cutto-
SCENE lO-COLOR; LS: NIGHT; EXT: The Graduate House; The fading daylight was a relief from the murky 
thickness inside. 
MLS ofPama walking out from the house, her family and 
friends keep her company, she is going to the hospital. 
Other neighbours and friends also come to see her off 
Dama says good-bye to all her friends and hugs her 
daughter again and again. She gets into the car with her 
husband to leave for the Hospital. 
Fade out -- Fade in-
SFX; Nat sound UP & under Dama's 
prayer again and again. 
SFX; Nat sound UP & under 
SOT/Dama's prayer again and again. 
SCENE 11-COLOR; LS; DAY; EXT; In front of The 
University of Wollongong; Traffic peaking, a pink dressed 
and pregnant young woman is walking across the street. 
Tiana watches out for the cars and walks towards the 
camera. 
SFX; Nat sound up & under 
VQ/Tiana; "Good morning 
CU of Tiana; she smiles to the camera 
(Pink superimposition, Septiana I>wiputrianti*s name 
being written.) 
Septiana Dwipufrianfi 
MLS of Tiana who is w£ilking to the bus stop. A 
Philippine woman who holds a baby boy walks after Tiana. 
CU of Tiana and the Asian woman: The two women sit VO/The Asian woman; 
down together on the seat at the bus stop. They start to talk, studying in the University?" 
_"Are you 
MLS of Bus; the No. 53 Bus is coming, 
MLS of Tiana ; Tiana walks to the bus and gets on the 
bus. 
CU of Tiana sits down alone, she looks through the 
window, where street, house, pedestrians and cars are 
VO/Tiana;"... I am going to the Hospital 
to check my pregnancy...! am from 
Indonesia and studying in the University. 
I don't want to get pregnant during the 
study, but I don't know... 
SOT/Tiana ' except the study, I have to 
work at the University library. "My 
husband is in here to accompany me, 
before he got a job he stay at home to 
take care of my elder daughter." 
passing quickly. 
"In the beginning of my pregnancy, my 
MLS of The bus stopped in the front of Wollongong got a bad mood, I feh upset all the time.. 
Hospital. Tiana gets off the bus and walks into the I felt no one can help me." 
Hospital. 
Cutto-
SCENE 12--COLOR; MLS: DAY: INT: the outpatient SFX: Nat sound up & under The sound 
servicing room of the Prenatal ward in the Hospital of of people laughing and talking. 
Wollongong: the 
CU of ceiling fan turns around and around. 
CU of Tiana: Tiana sits down on the outpatient servicing 
room's bed dispiritedly to leaf over the document. She 
looks toward the camera and smiles. Her smile created a 
warm feeling. The scenes turn vigorous, when a young 
male doctor walks into the Clinic room. 
CU of the doctor: a male doctor walks into the Clinic 
room. He checks Tiana's condition, asks her about the 
problem during the pregnancy period. 
VO/Doctor :" You are a healthy young 
lady, everything is fine. Have any 
problem you want to talk about?" 
CU of Tiana: the face of Tiana, she looks at the doctor 
with her question. 
VO/Tiana :Is it alright? I delivering my 
baby before the baby due date? 
CU of Doctor: the face of Doctor, he answers Tiana's 
question gently. 
CU of Tiana and Doctor The doctor gives a hand to Tiana 
to help Tiana getting down from the chne bed. 
VO/Doctor: Before one week or two 
week it is alright, but I don't think so it 
will be happened on you in this two or 
one week.. 
CU of Tiana: Tiana smile and relaxed her tension 
CU of Doctor: the Doctor answer 
Cut to-
VO/Tiana: Ok! Now I can decorate the 
room more... 
VO/Doctor:" Oh! You shall not work 
too much, you must take rest more now!" 
SCENE 13-COLOR: CU: DAY, INT the car: In a SFX: Nat sound UP & under : The 
moving car, Dama's three year-old-daughter looks at the sound of the engine fills up the gap of 
camera with her big eyes. Dama's husband drives the car. speechlessness. No one talks in the car. 
Her mother sits down beside him. They are on the way to The sound of car. 
the Hospital. Through the window the sunlight is glittering. 
CU of Damans daughter: She faces the camera. 
LS of the scene of street the sunlight is glittering 
CU of Dama's Mother: she is dressed in the Muslim 
tradition. She sits in the front seat of car, only the side of 
her face can be seen. 
CU of Damans husband: he drives the care 
The camera pans through the window onto the street of 
WoUongong where the sunlight is glittering. 
Cut to-
SCENE 14-COLOR; LS; DAY: INT; the No, 5 room of SFX: Nat sound up & under Dama's 
the maternity ward of the Hospital of Wollongong: husband's voice is too low to let others 
Dama's husband pulls up the drapes. He sits down to talk to hear, 
his wife. 
CU of Dama sits on the bed, she hugs her daughter and 
kisses her again and again. 
CU of Dama sits down on the bed. 
Cut to-
VO/Dama:" yes! Last night I did not 
sleep well because I felt nervous." 
SCENE 15-COLOR: MLS; DAY: INT; the maternity SFX: Nat sound up & under Dama's 
ward of the Hospital of Wollongong: Dama's husband husband : 
holds his daughter to look at the nursery room's babies 
CU of Dama's daughter: she looks at the nursery room's 
babies 
CU of the nursery room's babies 
CU of Dama's husband: VO/Dama's husband:" Is boy or girl 
that we don't know yet. But from the 
abdomen, it is very "O" like ball, we 
think it will be a boy... We already have 
a girl, we hope we can have a boy.." 
Cut to-
SCENE 16-COLOR; LS: DAY; INT: the maternity SFX: Nat sound & under 
VDI 
ward of the Hospitai of Wollongong; A busy atmosphere 
is stirred up. Dama will be sent into the operation room for 
the Casesarean birth. 
(The camera pans from the outside of the No. 5 room into 
the inside of the room.) 
MLS of A male nurse tries to get the Dama's bed outside 
the room, but the bed is too big to be removed. ( Dama has 
to get off the bed and walk outside the room) 
LS_of The smaU corridor of the ward is very crowed and SFX: Nat sound UP & under; people 
noisy, a food trailer is stuck in the passageway, a crying t ^ u ^ g a^d baby crying, 
baby is wheeled out from the nursery room. The crying 
baby's mother makes a sorry face to the camera. The nurses ^̂  , ,, u j 
J , . r - j i . j r . T ^ Damas three-years-old daughter starts walk aroimd every where to find a bed for Dama. . j, crymg for a mother s hug. 
MLS of Dama stands aside, confused, Dama's husband 
stops Dama walking to close the camera 
MLS of Dama lays on the bed; two nurses push the bed to 
the operation room. Dama's husband, mother and the httie „ , 1 j 
girl walk after them without any words. Suddenly, Dama's SFX: Nat sound up & under: the sound 
bed crashes against a food trailer. of wheel running. 
Everyone stops walking. TTie bed hit against the food SFX: Nat sound up & under: "Bomb!" 
trailer. The nurse apologizes to Dama. The nurse :" Oh' sorry! I think it will be 
And then everyone starts going forward. Going along a alright., 
white endless hospital gallery. 
MLS of In the end of the white gallery, Dama enters the 
operating room. The door of the operating room closed 
slowly. 
Cut to -
SCENE 17-COLOR: LS: DAY: EXT: The building of 
the Hospital Wollongong The sun shone bright and warm. 
The camera Zooms into the one of the hospital's window. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under; 
DISSOLVE: inside of the outpatient servicing room in the 
Hospital of Wollongong. 
MLS Wiwian lies on the bed to accept the antenatal 
examination. Wiwian has a little bit bored. The time is 
pasting second by second. Wiwian is silent, motionless, 
deep in thought. 
BCUofWiwian 
Cutto-
VOAViwian;" I came to here on 
Febraary ] 998 after two months 
marriage. He is working in the private 
company in Jakarta. Now the situation of 
Indonesia is not too good. So, if he come 
to here, he wiU lose his job.... I feh tired 
about study with the pregnancy... 
SCENE 18-COLOUR: LS: DAY: EXT, the Wiwian^s SFX: Nat sound up & under: Wiwian 
home. Wiwian is doing the housework. She picks up the 
laundry and walks down the stairs. In the laundry room, she VOAViwian: The study is very hard, I 
puts her clothes into the washing machine one by one. have to do the research in the library, and 
then I have to up and down to search for 
Fade out— Fade in — the book that is very difficult to me so I 
changed my research course to the 
course work. But there are a lot of 
assignments and examination that I have 
to do. It is very tired to me but I have to 
overcome it, I think I can do it weU.." 
SCENE 19-COLOR; LS: DAY: EST; the maternity 
ward of Woliongong Hospital: 
SFX: Nat sound up & under: 
CU of the clock on the waU: It is 9:30 am. 
MLS of A nurse pushes a vehicle quickly along on the 
gallery. Dama's husband is after them. The vehicle is 
stopped m the end of the corridor. 
MLS of In the nursery room, Dama's mother holds her 
granddaughter. They look at the baby. It is a girl. Dama got 
a baby girl. 
MLS of In the nursery room, two nurses in front of the bed SOT/Dama: " When the anesthetist put 
to check the baby's condition. Dama's husband looks at his me into sleep, I thought I might not wake 
new baby. ^P again. But when I wake up I thought 
they haven't operated me... ,but the nurse 
talked to me the operating have been 
finished, and my husband talked to me 
the baby is a girl.. I felt very happy.." 
T.S of Dama's husband and baby: Dama's husband prays 
for his baby daughter. The baby stopped crying, when the 
SFX: Nat sound up & under: 
father praying. The crying baby is fallen into sleepy by the 
father's praying. 
CU of the father; the father's praying 
CU of the sleeping baby girl; an asleep baby 
Cut to-
SCENE 20-COLOR; Zoom in ; DAY; INT; the SFX; Nat sound up & under; 
maternity ward of Wollongong Hospital: Damn's mother 
holds the Dama's elder daughter. The grandmother strokes 
her back, puts her sleep. Grandmother sings a song slightly, 
through the window, there is a great scene of Wollongong. 
LS of the yiew of Wollongong 
CU of Damans mother Dama's mother sits down on the 
chair, arms around her elder granddaughter. 
rko^o'o ^ ^ u û  . .u J VO/Dama's mother;" It is a girl that is Damas mother turns her sight to the window aeam. , TTr:— ^^ u . ^ n /-V ^ J û J • •, 11 t okay. They will try next tune, but it will Outside the wmdow there IS a wide blue sky. ^ i ^ take tune.. 
CUT to--
SCENE 21-COLOR; LS; DAY; EVT; the No, 5 room of SFX; Nat sound UP & under; the sound 
the maternity ward, the Hospital of Wollongong; of people speaking, laughing mix with 
Wiwian sits down on the bed; she is eating lunch with her the sound of baby crying, 
happiness. 
CU of Wiwian's lunch is cheese with some rice, vegetables 
and an apple. 
MLS of in the room, her mother, father, husband and her 
baby are around her. 
CU of Wiwian she eats her lunch and talks. 
VOAViwian; "The baby was bom on 
CU of Wiwian turns to look at her husband with her smile. Tuesday, it is a girl, her grandfather and 
The camera pans right to left. grandmother have come to here from 
Indonesia, her father also..." 
CU of Wiwian's husband Wiwian's husband looks at his VOAViwian's husband; " when I got 
wife and daughter with satisfaction. the message from my wife's friend, my 
wife has given birth to the baby. I felt 
MLS of Wiwian sits down on the bed. Wiwian's husband 
takes his daughter's picture. He makes a face to the baby 
with his smile. He focuses on the baby with the camera and 
pushes on the button finally. A white flash fills up the 
scene. 
very happy when I known the condition 
of mother and baby are well. I arrived at 
here just this morning, I am going to stay 
in here around ten days, because I just 
have ten days leave firom my job. The 
baby and my wife will not go back 
Jakarta with me, they will stay at here 
until my wife finishing her study and my 
mother-in-law will stay at here to take 
care of them." 
Cut to~ 
SCENE 22-COLOR: LS: DAY: EXT: The Hospital of SFX: Nat sound up & under; 
Wollongong 
A rainy day, rain fell on the ground and ran in crooked 
courses down into the lane where thistles and pigweed 
grew. Within the Hospital of Wollongong, liana's mother 
and her husband are going to pick the newborn baby and 
Tiana. 
NATSOT 
MLS of Tiana*s mother and her husband's back: Tiana's 
mother and her husband walk along the gallery of the 
Wollongong's hospital. 
SCENE 23-COLOR; LS: DAY; INT. : the No. 1 of the 
Maternity ward in The Hospital of Wollongong 
CU of Tiana; Tiana is sleeping on the bed. 
Tiana lies down on the bed, her mother and her husband 
approach to Tiana careMly. Tiana gets downs from the bad 
and walks out of the room. 
CU of Tiana's husband; Tiana's husband is taking the 
photo for his son. Tiana's mother stands aside to watch 
them. 
CU of the baby of Tiana: The little boy is sleeping. 
CU of Tiana's husband: Tiana's husband is taking the 
SOT/Tiana "Actually, if I have another 
choice, I don't want to get pregnant 
during my study time. My husband is 30 
years old, I am 29 years old, and our 
elder daughter is aheady 5 yesirs old. So, 
my husband and me decided to have 
second child. In the beginning, I felt very 
sick and tired because in the day time I 
has to study and work, in the night time, 
I have to do some house work and take 
care my elder daughter, so 1 become very 
sensitive, I got anger easily and cried 
often. After 5 mother pregnancy, from a 
Real-time scanner, my doctor told to me, 
my fetus is a boy this new I felt very 
happy and relaxed. Because Mushm 
people believe that there is a son in the 
family which the parents can get the 
son's caring when they get old. " 
xn 
SFX: Nat sound up & under: 
photo of his son. 
MLS of On the corridor of the 5th ward, two female nurses 
are talking together. They turn toward the camera and make 
a silly pose. 
CU of Tiana's husband taking the photo of his son. Tiana 
steps into the room, she has changed her dress. 
CU of male hand: Tiana's husband is packing for Tiana. 
They are going to leave the hospital. 
CU of Tiana: Tiana drinks up a cup of juice. 
MLS of A nurse gives an injection to Tiana. After the 
injection, the nurse turns toward Tiana's husband and said: vO/The nurse "What a good 
boy... enjoys your boy." 
MLS of Tiana's mother and Tiana's husband carries their 
baby boy out from of room. Tiana and her family are 
walking along the long corridor. Tiana turns back and said 
to the photographer. 
Cut to-
VO/Tiana:" Julie, do not forget your 
battery." 
Fade in black-
SCENE 24-COLQR: MLS: DAY: INT: the graduate SFX: Nat sound up & under: 
house: In the living room of Wiwian^s home 
CU of Wiwian: Wiwian is calling her daughter's name. 
VOAViwian: "Farah! Farah" 
CU of Wiwian and baby: She picks up her daughter and 
sits down in front of the camera. 
VOAViwian:" This is Farah Tzaskiya, 
she was bom on November, 19 this year 
in Wollongong's Hospital...After the 
labor, I got the puerperal fever, some 
placenta was left in my uterus...so, I 
went back to the hospital and stayed 
there for two weeks. " 
CU of The little Farah starts crying. Wiwian tries to cahn 
her down but the baby still keeps crying. The interview 
stopped for second. 
xin 
Cut to-
SCENE 25-COLOR; LS: DAY; INT; the graduate SFX; Nat sound up & under; 
house; In the bedroom of Wiwian's home 
Wiwian tries to give a clean diaper to Farah but she doesn't 
know how to do it. Her mother approach to them to help 
Wiwian finish the changing. 
MLS of Wiwian and Baby ; she opens her daughter's 
nappy, and finds it soiled. She knits her brow, to ask her 
mother for assistance. 
CU of a crying baby and her dirty nappy 
MLS of Wiwian's mother and baby: she changed her 
granddaughter. 
CU of Wiwian; she looks at her daughter them her mother. 
Cut to-
SCENE 26-Color; MLS; DAY; INT. Wiwian's hying 
room. Wiwian and her Farah come back for the interview SFX; Nat sound up & under; 
CU of Wiwian, Wiwian holds her daughter sits down in 
the chair. 
CU of The little Farah starts crying again. Wiwian stands 
up to calm her daughter down. The little baby falls asleep 
in her mother's arms. 
VOAViwian; " As you known my 
mother has came to Australia for me. I 
really need her help. After gave birth, I 
have to take care the baby and I still have 
a lot of course waiting for me to finish. 
My mother really gives me a lot of help. 
My husband has left for home last week 
because he has job, I hope I can finish 
my study and go back to Indonesia as 
soon as possible." 
Fade inblack Fade out sound 
Appendix 2. 
Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Mother, Your Father 
Final edit script 
Characters: 
The filmmaker-behind the scene, Tiana/ Septiana Dwiputrianti, Dama/ Damayanti 
Puspadevi, Wiwian/ Dwiani Gunastuti, Tiana's husband, Dama's husband, 
Wiwian^s husband, Tiana's mother, Dama's mother, Wiwian's mother, the 
Philippine woman, the staff of the Wollongong hospital, 
Video Audio 
Fade into black 
3/4 shout of Shadow 
Superimposition " I am Taiwanese, I made this 
documentary in Australia. The three main 
characters in my film are from Indonesia. 
Australia has a multicultural society where we use 
respect, a smile and English to fill the cultural gap 
between they and me. " 
CU of Dama 
Title" Your Mother" 
CU of Wiwian^s breast-feeding 
Title "Your Mother" 
MCU of Tiana^s Breast-feeding 
Title" Your Mother, 
Your Mother, 
Your Mother, 
Your Father. " 
LS of the graduate house in strong wind. 
MLS of woman is collecting clothes. 
3/4 shot of Damans husband opening the door. 
MS of Dama sits down on the chair in her house. 
MLS of Dama's family in the living room. 
MLS of Damans mother takes Dama's daughter 
entering another room.. 
SOT/ Tiana^s singing 
MCU of Dama in interview, sitting on the chair 
in her living room. 
MS of Dama's mother cooking in the kitchen 
MLS of Dama's family in the living room 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
Audio track/ radio's weather 
reporting. 
SOT/ Dama; my name is 
Damayanti Duspudevi. My surname 
is Duspudevi. I am 25 years old. I 
am Muslim. I like cooking, go to 
interesting place, but because I am 
facing the finance problem, so, I 
haven't gone to anywhere since 
about one year, that is why my 
mother and me have to make food 
for people but that i s still not enough 
for us. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VO/ Dama: "hi the autumn, I still 
studied mathematics. But when the 
spring came, I have to withdraw, I 
felt the pregnancy is bit tougher than 
before. So I have to withdraw, and 
-Fade to black-
ECU of Wiwian taking vitamins. 
MCU of Wiwian taking vitamin 
MS of Wiwian^ s face walking in her house 
Dissolve to 
MS of Wiwian^s face walking in the corridor in 
the Hospital 
MLS of Wiwian walking into the bathroom in the 
hospital. 
CU of Wiwian in interview, she sits down on the 
bed in the hospital's out patient room. 
3/4 shot of Wiwian walking toward the outpatient 
room. Then she turns to the camera and waves her 
hand to the photographer. Wiwian walk into the 
room and gets up onto the bed, then the nurse 
checks her condition. 
ECU of the nurse's face checking Wiwian's 
condition. 
CU of the Nurse's hand notes Wiwian's 
condition. 
BCU of Wiwian's face in the interview in the 
outpatient room. 
CU of Wiwian pauses and look down at her 
abdomen. 
my mother gave me a lot of 
assistance for me, we help each 
other, but we still have to cook for 
people just to earn more money. 
VO/ Dama: my guess this is a boy, 
not because my first baby is a girl, I 
just felt it's boy. Different doctor, 
and different than the first ones. But 
I am not sure, just let us see 
tomorrow, is boy or girl. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VO/ photographer: What is that? 
VO/ Wiwian: This is supplements, 
and vitamin C, iron, calcium, I have 
to take them every day for my baby. 
VO/ photographer: When is your 
baby due? 
VO/Wiwian: maybe the first of 
November. 
VO/ Wiwian Actually, I got a 
scholar from my country 
I have been already here, when I 
realized that I got pregnant. 
Actually, I ask my principal to 
postpone my study, but they didn't 
agree. So, I have to go on my study 
and take care my pregnancy. I have 
no choice. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VO/ Wiwian: I come to here at 20 
February this year, and I started 
study. About two weeks after, I 
realized I am pregnant and I felt 
wow! 
VO/ photographer: is it painful? 
VO/ Wiwian: no! it is just moving. 
3/4 of Doppler echocardiogram 
CU of Wiwian talking of her situation in the 
outpatients' room of the hospital. 
-Fade to black 
ELS of street view 
LS of Tiana faces to the camera, cuts across the 
street and then turns toward a comer, her back to 
the camera. 
LS from outside the library resources room, 
Tiana is working on the counter. 
3/4 shot of inside the resource room. Tiana is 
working there, bending and lifting. 
MCU of Tiana at the bus station, she sits down 
and talks with a Philippine woman who holds a 
baby. 
CU of the baby 
CU of Tiana 
MLS of bus arriving, Tiana is walking toward the 
bus. 
Actually, first, I planned to do 
research. But you know I have to 
take care myself and my pregnancy. 
I changed the plan, because I got 
some bleeding. That is why I 
changed my plan. I have full course 
work for study. Yes! It is quite hard 
to me, too. Especially this semester, 
there are many assignments. 
Yes! But I have to do it, and so far it 
is going well, is working well, that's 
all. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/ Tiana: my name is Septiana 
Dwiputrianti, I am 29 years old, I 
am Muslim. I am study at the 
university of Wollongong for Master 
of Commerce by Honors in 
Economics. 
Besides I work in here as a 
supervisor at the resources room in 
Commerce Department. This very 
hard for me. To be a mother, like 
me, I have to study and take care the 
two-years-old child. And then I have 
to do a lot of job, I have to 
housework everyday, and I have to 
also work at the resources room. But 
I do my best all of them, so, I think 
everything will be going well. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VO/Tiana: No! I don't know the 
second one. 
VQ/ the Philippine woman: this is 
your second one? 
SOT/ Tiana: For a mother, like me 
especially in Australia, there is no 
one who can help us, except 
ourselves. I have to do by myself 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
xvin 
MLS on the bus, Tiana gets her ticket from the 
bus driver 
MCU of Tiana, she sits down aside on the bus. 
MS from Tiana's back angle on the bus: the bus 
stopped and the Philippine woman and her baby 
get off from the bus. 
MLS of the Asian woman and the view of 
street. 
MLS from Tiana's back angle on the bus, the 
bus is stopped again, Tiana gets off the bus. And 
then she is walking to the hospital. 
MLS from Tiana's front angle entering the 
hospital. 
MLS of Tiana and one passenger in the hft. The 
lift's door is open, Tiana walks out from the lift 
and turns into the outpatient's department. 
BCU of Tiana^s abdomen, at the outpatient 
Department of the maternity Tiana gets a Piano 
Test analysis paper from the reception and she 
walks away the reception. 
LS from the Tiana^s back angle, she walks into 
the bathroom. 
BCU of hands, in the outpatient room, doctor is 
testing Tiana's baby's heart-beat. 
BCU from the doctor's right side face. 
BCU of Tiana's face, she faces the camera, listens 
and answers the doctor 
ELS of a evebrow moon 
LS of the graduate house's building 
3/4 shot of a window 
MS of the Dama family picture 
MS of Dama, in her living room she is praying 
3/4 shot of Dama's prayer in the living room 
MS from Dama's back angle, she is praying, 
the same time Dama's friend and daughter came 
into the living room from outside. 
MCU of Dama's prayer in the living room. 
MS from Dama's right angle, she is still in 
SOT/ Tiana: 1 am thinking of my 
second baby who is a boy. I have 
been taking the Real-time scanner 
when I have pregnant for 4 months 
They said to me that maybe the 
second baby is a boy. Because my 
first child I got is a girl, so it is good 
for me to get the second baby who is 
a boy. 
Because in Muslim, we believe that 
a boy is good for the family, because 
we can depend on him later. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/Tiana: A lot of people say that 
my baby is a boy because they 
looked from the shape, they said 
maybe this is a boy. I finally feel 
very happy about that. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VO/ doctor: the baby is still not in 
the position, still up there. That is 
not going to be happen in hurry. It 
will not hurry. 
VO/Tiana: I have to decorate the 
room. 
VO/ Doctor: oh! No! You should 
not be risk doing that, you should 
not do too much hard work. Right! 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/Music 
SOT/ Dama: As a Muslim woman I 
have to cover my hair and my body, 
I don't think this is a problem for me 
to wear the veil in here, but when I 
was in Sydney, people they just 
don't like it. They said disgusting. 
prayer, her mother in the back ground in the hving 
room. 
MS of Damans daughter in the living room. 
MS of Damals husband in the living room. 
3/4 of Dama and her daughter in the living room 
MCU of Dama in a living room at a Muslim 
women's meeting, Dama is reading. 
MLS of the women meeting 
ECU of a hand holding a book in the women's 
meeting. 
MS of the women's meeting. 
MCU of Dama is reading in the women's meeting 
MCU of a little girl, she faces the camera. 
MLS of four women in the meeting. 
The camera zooms into Wiwian's abdomen 
CU of Wiwian's abdomen 
sometimes they just spat on me, but 
I was not sad because of that. 
Because I believe that my own faith, 
I feel security, I don't have to worry 
if people don't like my outfit. 
VO/ Dama: I am a bit nervous 
because I have to leave my daughter 
to my mother and I don't know that 
my husband is going to stay with me 
or not tonight at hospital. I hope my 
husband can stay with me tonight 
but I don't know. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/ Dama: and then the 
discussion about once a week. 
Actually is every Sunday we discuss 
about things in Islam situation. We 
just discussing and read it, I am not 
leader all the time. Other women 
also lead the discussion not just only 
me. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
CUT to—-
CU of Wiwian in interview in the outpatient's 
waiting room in the hospital. 
CUT to-
CU of Dama's face -Interview-
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VO/ Wiwian: actually I did the 
Real-time scanner about 18 weeks of 
my pregnancy but they could not see 
the sex of the baby. After that, I 
have not known yet. But maybe I do 
the scanning again I can see the sex 
of the baby. But I not make sure, 
because they say the baby is okay, 
so, I don't need to do again. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VO/ Dama: Since I don't know 
whether is a boy or girl, so I haven't 
decided what name we shall give to 
the baby. We just have to wait for 
the baby bom and I can choice the 
MLS of Dama*s family in the living room 
MLS of Dama and ber friend. Dama is going to 
the hospital her friend comes to see her off in the 
living room. 
name for baby. But now I don't have 
any name. 
I asked people in the hospital, but 
they won't let me know. I really 
want to know that. 
SOT/ Dama: it doesn't matter, is it 
boy or girl. It is okay for me. In 
Muslim it is the same between boy 
and girl. If they have boy or girl, the 
God will give opportunity, 
everything is the same. So, we don't 
have to worry we have five girls or 
five boys. It doesn't mean any thing 
to me. 
LS of Dama and her family, friend who are 
walking out from the house at mght. 
MLS of Dama kissing her daughter, her mother 
holds the daughter. And her husband comes close 
and looks at them. 
MS of Dama, she gets into the car with her 
husband 
CUT to— 
MLS of a crowded lift, in the hospital. Dama's 
family, and nurses and Dama. She lies on the bed. 
(they are going to the operating room). The lift's 
doors open, everyone gets off 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
MLS of the light of on the hospital's ceiling. 
MLS of Dama lies down on the bed and the 
nurses push the bed toward the operating room. 
Accompanied by Dama's husband and Dama's 
daughter. 
Fade into white. 
CU of a ceiling fan in the hospital 
Dissolve to—] 
MS of scene, in the maternity ward, a nurse takes 
Dama's baby away. Wiwian stands beside the bed, 
she'd come to visit Dama and Dama's new 
daughter. 
[Dissolves to—I 
SFX; Nat sound up & under 
SOT/ Dama: we have this 
operation, I were little bit afraid 
because I thought I might be not 
conscious, I can't see my baby, I 
can't see my husband again. When 
the doctor give me anesthesia, I was 
unconscious. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/ baby crying 
SOT/ Dama: But when I woke up 
the nurse talked to me I got a pretty 
baby. 
I was very surprised I don't know it 
is so quick. I felt very happy. 
MCU of a crying baby in the nursery room. Lies 
on the table. The nurse is checking her condition. 
BCU from the father*s right angle he looks at 
the baby in the nursery room. 
CU of the crying baby in the nursery room. 
MS of Dama's mother holds Dama's elder 
daughter in the nursery room. Dama's husband 
approaches them and touches the girl. 
MS of Dama's husband praying for the 
newborn baby near her right ear in the nursery 
room. 
•MCU of Dama' mother she is look at the 
newborn baby in the nursery room. 
MS of a crying baby in the nursery room. 
MS of Dama's husband praying for the 
newborn baby near her left ear. 
CUT to-
MLS from Tiana's back angle, she is walking 
with her elder daughter outside her house 
CU of Tiana outside her house 
LS of the street and the building and the sign of 
t» emergency 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/ Dama: actually, in Muslim 
every human was bom as a Muslim. 
But because of their parents or 
environment, they change other 
religions. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
CU of flower 
SOT/Dama: my husband has to 
pray for her, he has to do it, near her 
ear. When he prayed for her just to 
let her know she has god. 
SOT/Tiana's sing 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VO/photographer: do you know 
Dama has already got a new baby 
daughter? 
VO/ Tiana: I known that maybe this 
weekend or Monday I will go to see 
her in hospital. 
VO/ photographer; How is your 
pregnancy? Is everything good? 
VO/ Tiana: yes! Hopefully it is 
fine. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
xxn 
[Dissoive to—1 
MCU of Wiwian, in the maternity ward, Wiwian 
sits on the bed side and turns to look at her 
husband. 
MCU of Wiwian*s husband waves his hand to 
the camera. 
The camera zooms in. 
MCU of baby to VCUof babv , Wiwian's 
newborn baby in the ward. 
BCU of Wiwian in the ward 
LS of airplane landing 
rPissolve to—1 
CU of Wiwian's husband he is in interview in the 
ward of maternity. 
CU of Wiwian's babv in the ward 
CU of Wiwian's husband taking his daughter's 
photo in the ward. 
MS of Wiwian and her husband in the ward 
BCU of Wiwian's husband 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VQ/ Wiwian: this is my husband, 
the baby's father. He just came this 
morning. 
VO/ Wiwian: On Tuesday morning, 
the water was broken 
VO/ Wiwian's husband: my wife's 
friend called me just two hours after 
the baby was bom. She called me 
when I was in my office in Jakarta, I 
was very surprise, and very happy 
have baby and her mother is good. 
SOT/ Wiwian: he works at private 
company, is mobile-cooperator in 
Jakarta, you known that now it is 
hard to get job in Jakarta. Maybe it 
is better for him stay there keep 
working, come to here losing his 
job. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VQ/ Wiwian's husband: I will 
discuss today to choose the best 
name for the baby. 
-Fade into black-
BCU of Tiana and her elder's photo, in Tiana's 
living room. 
BCU of clock near the window in the Tiana's 
living room. 
MCU from Tiana's husband making a phone 
called. 
MS of Tiana's mother, in the Tiana's living room, 
she is dressing herself 
3/4 of Tiana's husband and her mother, mother 
is walking into the kitchen and Tiana's husband 
sits aside, putting on his shoes. 
MS of Tiana's mother going out the house. 
CUT t o -
MLS of the car, Tiana's mother is walking toward 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/ Tiana: when 1 wait for my 
delivery, it quite hard, I felt nervous, 
because 1 felt want to delivery. 
SOT/ Tiana: But the nurses said " 
Oh! It's not the time for you to 
delivery now" so, I go back home 
and 1 came to the hospital again, 
because I felt I will get labor. 
SFX: Nat sound UP & under 
xxm 
the car, then she gets in. 
MCU of Tiana's husband in the driver's seat. 
3/4 shot of Tiana*s husband taking a baby 
capsule from the care then hand over to liana's 
mother 
3/4 shot of the basket. 
3/4 shot of Tiana' mother^s back, who takes the 
capsule and v^alks along the path 
MCU of the hospitaFs sign 
LS of the hospital front door. liana's husband 
and her mother take the capsule walking into the 
hospital. 
SOT/ Tiana: But when the nurse 
check it, she said " no! no! not 
yet... I felt wow! I felt why it 
takes so long time? because I want 
to delivery my baby as soon as 
possible. Because it was very hard. 
3/4 shot from Tiana^s husband and her 
mother's back inside the hospital, walking toward 
the maternity ward. 
CUT to-
3/4 shot Tiana' husband and her mother in the 
lift, waking out from the lift and then left and 
along the corridor. Three passages pass, finally 
they stop in the end of corridor. And look through 
to the left side of the room. 
CU of Tiana sleeps on the bed. 
MCU of Tiana, her mother and the baby, Tiana 
sits on the bed, her mother looks at her and her 
baby. 
The camera zooms in from CU of the baby to a 
VCU of baby 
A low angle, CU of Tiana's husband taking his 
son's photo. 
3/4 shot of Tiana's husband, he is taking his son's 
photo, at the same time Tiana walks into the ward, 
and her mother is after her. 
MS of Tiana combing her hair. 
Fade into black-
MS of a open door, Dama's husband show up and 
asks the visitor to get in their house. 
3/4 shot of Dama, in Dama's bedroom. Dama sits 
down on the bed and her baby daughter is in sleep. 
MCU of Dama's sleeping baby 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/Tiana: because my abdomen 
became very heavy. 
I can't walk well because it is very 
very heavy for me, because my 
abdomen is very big. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/ Tiana: On the 20^ o ~ 
November early the morning, my 
abdomen is very hard, then I felt I 
will get labor. Then my baby was 
bom. Yes! It is very happy, it is a 
boy. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/Tiana: When I got labor. I 
prayed all the time. 
Also, my husband prayed, we 
believe that it will get the labor 
safety. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/ Dama: Actually, I want to 
have 5 children, but my doctor said I 
might only can have two or three 
children. Really, I want get 5 
CTJ of Dama sits down on the bed and accepts the 
interview. 
CU sleeping babv in Dama's bedroom. 
CUT to-
BCU of two hands washing the vegetable, in a 
kitchen. 
CUTto--
CU sleeping babv Dama's bedroom. 
CUT to— 
BCTJ of two hands cutting food in liana's dining 
room. 
CUT to-
CU sleeping babv in Dama's bedroom. 
[Dissolve to—] 
MS of Tiana, she is cooking in her kitchen 
The camera zooms in. CU of Tiana's cooking to 
ECU of Tiana's cooking 
BCU of Tiana's cooking and her explanation for 
her cooking in liana's kitchen. 
MCU of the Muslim's men meeting, in Tiana's 
living room, men sit down on the floor. They come 
for the Tiana's newborn son 
VCU of Tiana^s husband, in Tiana's bedroom, he 
is diapering his baby son, the baby son is crying. 
MCU of the men's meeting. Dama's husband 
speaks for the purpose of the meeting. 
children. But I don't know. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VO/ Dama: this baby is better than 
the first one. She gives me a lot of 
time to sleep, but one or two hours, 
is better than her sister. My first 
baby I could not really sleep well, 4 
to 5 minutes I have to wake up again 
and breast-feeding her. This one is 
better, is better than her sister. 
VO/Photographer: this is a good 
baby. 
VO/Dama: yes! She is good baby. 
SOT/Dama: then, we plan to have a 
celebration. On that day, 
VO/Dama: we have to shave her 
hair and weight the hair, then the 
weight of hair, her hair may be 
around 2 or 2.5grams. 
SOT/Dama: then we have to pay 
2.5 grams gold. 
VO/ Dama: then we give the money 
to the children who don't have 
parents 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VO/ Tiana: This is "Longdon", it is 
a traditional Indonesian food. 
Especially we have big ceremony, 
we actually used to use this food. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/ Tiana's singing.. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/ Tiana^ singing 
CUT to-
MS of Wiwian and her baby in her living room, 
she holds her daughter sitting down on the chair 
and starts to speak. 
BCU of Wiwian in her hving room 
BCU of Wiwian^s baby in her living room 
CU of Wiwian and her baby in her living room 
CUT to-
CU of Wiwian. in Wiwian's bedroom, she looks at 
her baby and mother 
CU of Wiwian^s mother and baby. Wiwian's 
mother is diapering the baby. 
CU of Wiwian mother. 
BCU of Wiwian's mother and Wiwian's baby. 
Wiwian's mother is cleaning the baby's buttock. 
CU of Wiwian and her baby in the living room. 
Wiwian goes on the interview. 
-Fade into black-
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VO/ Wiwian: her name is Farah 
Tzaskiya. After the baby delivery, I 
got some infection, because some of 
placenta was left in my abdomen. 
So, I got a fever, then I have to go 
back hospital, I had to stay there for 
a week. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
SOT/ Wiwian: you know my 
mother is already here and actually 
she is very very helpful, because we 
need her help and I can take rest. 
SFX: Nat sound up & under 
VOAViwian: And then I have to take 
the Summer session. After I do the 
summer session, actually I take only 
one subject. After that, I will go 
back Indonesia as soon as possible. 
VCU of Wiwian holding her baby in Wiwian's 
living room 
[Dissolves—1 
CU of Tiana's breast-feeding in Tiana's 
bedroom. 
BCU of Tiana's baby 
fPissolves—1 
CU from Dama's right side face, in her bedroom, 
she looks at her baby 
MCU of the sleeping baby 
SOT/ Tiana's singing^radio sound 
SOT/ Tiana's singing/radio sound 
SOT/ Tiana's singing 
SOT/ Dama: and I feh sad also to 
see my country, it has been turmoil, 
because the politician is there. 
Because before it is just so peaceful 
over there. I just sad to see Indonesia 
like that. I hope that whoever 
became the president could bring 
peaceful there, I hope the Indonesia 
people would understand each other 
and tolerate each other, not just like 
now. 
SOT/Tiana's singing 
-Fade into the black — —Fade out sound— 
